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I INTRO.uUCrION

While the white immigrant groups were under

going the processes of a.ssimilation, nam6ly the 'molting
pot' and the Amerlcanlzat�on Mov�m�nt. in the history
of the North Amer t can s oc r e t., the Chinese immigra.nts
were being ae r i ou sLy d La o r imi nn tsd agEinst by the

legislation of both the Americau and CanadIan govern

ments.

In Canada� BS eQr�y QS 1875, the Chinese

immigrants encounterod the f J ':.;' t d.l::3criminatory act by
their host socisty. Th8Y UGi'e denied the right to

vote 1n the Prov1nce of Briti�h ColumbIa. Ten years

later, a b1l1 was passed by the Federal Government levy
ing a fifty dollars head. tax on overs Chinese entering
Canada, and at the same tlill0 lImitIng their number.

Thls tax gradually was raised up to five hundred dollars.
In 192), the tax act was rS91aced by another act of total

exclusion of Ch1nese immigra.tion. During this period,
men were not allowed to bring their wives and children
to Canada, and many returnerl to their homeland. This

exodus was not halted until 1947 when the aot was repealed.
All these legislative actions of the Canadian government
against the Chinese had given them the feeling of belng
excluded from the Canadian society, and thus 1n turn
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they did not want to beco�e assimilated to it.

The Chinese s t a r t e d 1-:'1 think of Canada as

their permanent home only after the i�mlgratlon act

of 1923 »ee repealed 1:1 194? and t.he y c o u Ld bring

their f a-n i Li e s to CanadF\., '1\"-':',')[. the Chinese as an

e t hn lc group are be c om i n» 1110,('':: Ln t e cr-a t ed in the

Canadlan society, although it IS still hard for those

older Chinese to forget the 1r pa Lnf'u I experiences of

the past.

fhe theories foun1 in studies on various

ethnic groups' asst�ilation 1n the history of the

American society are those of (1) Anglo-conformity,

Lnc Lud i ng the Arue r-Lcan Lz a t t o n !'lovement, (2) the "melting

pot", and (J) cultural pluralism. I'he s e theories

seem not to apply to the situation of the Chinese,

though they are also considered as one of the ethnic

�roups 1n the society. The Chinese. instead of going

throuah the processes of assimilation other ethnic

�rnups had unriergone, flrst had to face the discrimi

nation enforced by le�lslatlon which had a greater

effect on the� than the effects of those social

movements implied by the assimilation theories.

The theories of conflict in race relations

8.nd � he the 0 Y' i e S 0 f n:" 8· C f' R (-; 1 a t 1 0 n .': c.y c 1 e II
0 f the
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Chicago school represented by Park Rnd Bur8ess seem

more applicable to the case of the Chinese in Canada

than those theories of 8ssimllation. The theories of

asst�ilation in North Am�rlcan societies rest largely

upon an overgenerallzatlon cf the experiences of white

immigrant �roups which ignores or minimizes conflict.

Other immiarant groups, includln8 some white Europeans,

might have experienced conflIct in l�mlgratlon and

tnte�ration into their host society, particularly in

Caria.ta where only English pecp Le Here preferred, yet

the case of the Chinese experiences in Canada, as well

as in North Ame�lca, has been an extreme case which

can be used for testing the assimilation theories

against the theories of conflict and "Race Relations

Cycle".

The followink study. therefore, is not concerned

with the oosslbllity of oth�r Immi�rant groups' conflict

experiences in Canada, but only the case of the Chinese.

It 1s also to examine the appllcability of the assimi

lation theories put forth by sociolo�lsts in their

studies of other ethnic groups to the Chinese situation

in C&nada, and also the fac�ors Ahlch either accelerate

or prevent the process of assimilation of the Chinese

in Canadian society.

- 3 -



In order to accomplIsh thls� a mathematical

model of assimilation �easurc�ent will be applied,

namely. "depree of association between various assimi

lation variables". And it 1s also the proposition of

th1s study that this mathematical model of assimilation

measurement can be used as d means of studylng minority

group conflict and assimilation in �eneral.

- 4 -



II THE CONCEPT OF ltSSIMILATION

Llthough sociology 1s concerned w1th culture,

personality, social relations and social structure, its

theme has been directed to focus on social interaction.

According to Wilson and Kolb� soc1al int0ractlon may

be defined opere.tionally as rJnSl,t happens when two or

more persons come into contaot (not neoessarily physioal

oontaot) and a modlfication of behavior takes place.

Social interaction 1s cla8s1fi�d into two categories

of prooesses by Wilson and Kolbe tho Conjunctive and Dis

junctive social processes. Under conjunctIve processes,

there are cooperst ron , accommoda.tion and asslmlla t Lon ,

and under disjunctive processes. competition and conflict.

As a conjunctive socla1 process, assimilation is defined

as the process through which the imm1grant or allen

loses the modes of behavior previously acquired in another

society and gradually takes on the ways of the new society.l
Social faators may affect the prooess of assimilation.

Ethnic and cultural simllarltiesj for example, facilitate

the prooess while dissimilarities slow it down.

1. Wilson, L., and Kolb� \�.Lq Sociological Analysis,

Harcourt f Brace and World � Inc $, Ne't-J' York. 1949

pp. 681-686
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According to Milton Gordono sociologists and

anthropologists have described the processes and results

"Assimilation is a prooess of interpenetration

of ethnic 'meetlngsi under such terms as &assiml1ation'

and 'accu1turat1on'. Sometimes th6se terms have been

used to mean the sarna thln8� in other usages� their

mean Inga , rather than identical t nave ove r-Lapped ,

2 An

early influential definition of °assimllatlone by the

two sociologists R. E. Park and E. Burgess reads as

follows I

and fusion in which persons and groups acqu1re the

memories, sentiments and attitudes of other persons or

groups, and. by sharing their experience and history,

are incorporated with them in a oommon culture 11fe."3
In the article "SocIal Assimilation" In the Enoyclopedia

of the Social Sciences, Park adds to this early definition

of "assimilation" the following statements.

�4 •• SocIal asslml1ation� thus, is the name

given to the process or processes by which peoples of

diverse racial origins ami different cultural herLt.age s ,

occupying a oommon territory" achieve a cultural soli

darity sufficient at least to sustain a national existence.

2. Gordon. Mij M�p Asslmllatlon. in American Lifa.
Oxford University Press, New Yorkp 19� p. 61

3. Ibid. t p. 65

-'
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"
••• In tho United St;ates an immigrants 1s

ord1narily considered assimilated as soon as he has

acquired t�e language and the soclal rltual of the

native community end can partlcipatG, without encountering

prejudice. 1n the common 11f0� economic and political.

The common sense view of the matter 1s that an immigrant

1s asslmilatud as soon as he esn get on in the country.

This implies among other things that in all the ordinary

affairs of life he is able to find a place in the

community on the basis of his individual merits without

invidious or qualifying reference to his raclal origin

or to his cultural inherltance.n4

Some other definitions equate nassimllation"

with "acculturation". Brewton Barry, for instance,

defines "assimilat10n" as t
a�
••• The process whereby

groups with different Qultures come to have a oommon

culture� This means, of course, not merely such Items

as dress, knives and fork8� language, food, sports, and

automObiles, which are relatively ea.sy to appreciate' and

acqulrep but also those l€:18s tangible Items such as

values, memories, sentiments, ideas, and attltudea.

4. IbId., p. 63 See also Robert Parke 30cial Assimilation
in Enc cl0 edia of the Social Scienoes, Edwln,R.A.
Seligman and A vin Johnson, New York,
The MaoMilllan Co., 1930
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Assimilation refers thus to the fusion of oultural heri-

tages, and must be distinguished from amalgamatlon,

which denotes the biological mixture of originally distinot

racial strains.n5

Joseph Fichter defines assimilation in the

same waYB "Assimilation 1s a soclal process through

which two or more persons or groups accept and perform

one another�s patterns of behavloro We commonly talk

about a person, or a minor! <:c,y category. being assimilated

into a group or a society, but here again th1s must not

be interpreted as a �one-sid0m process. It 1s a relation

of interactlon in which both parties behave reciprocally

even though one may be much more affeoted than the other.n6

In other studles� aoculturation is distinguished

from assimilation. Lessero for example, in his dis-

cussion of acculturation saYSQ

".oa Acculturation is a useful term for the

processes by which aspects of elements of two cultures

mingle and mergec�

Later he adds to tho distinction of acoultura-

tion and assimilation as 'Jof a separate:" character'.

5.

6.

Ibid •• p. 65 See else Brewton Berry� Race and Ethnic
Relations, Boston& Houghton M1fflin Co.195l p.217

Ibid., p. 65 See also Joseph Fichter, Sociology.
Univers1ty of Chicago Prose, 1957 p. 229

- 8 -



"Accul tu ra tlon may be t8.1�-2�n to r-e fer to the ways in

which Borne cultural aspect 1s tak�n into a culture and

adjusted and fitted to it. This implies soma relative

cultural equality betwee�;": che glvlng and receiving

culturas. Assimilation, howaver� is the process of trana-

form1ng aspects of a conquer0d or engulfed culture into

a statuB of relative adjustment to the form of the

ruling culture. rhe problem of acculturatlono when we

are oonsidering the American Indians 1n relation to their

adjustment to European culture, 1s a problem of

ass1m1lation.

WIn acoulturation the cultural groups 1nvolved

are 1n an essent1ally reciprooal relationship. Both give

and ta.ke. As a result 1t 1,0 e. valid problem to consider

l'Fha t 1 s adopted and wnat not, and the WhYB and wherefores.

In ass1m1lation the tendency 1s for the ruling cultural

group to enforo� the adoption of oertain externals, 1n

terms of which superficial adjustment seems to be

attalnedo The adopting culture is not in B position to

choose o
t� 7

Lesser's deflnltions of acculturation and

ass1milation are quite pr-e c Lae j they will f'Lnd their

support later in the d.i scuac ron of tha assimila.tion

7. Herskovits. M� Jo�
P�ter Smith.



Americanizatlon Movement.

In a study of J.ndlv]dual and aggregate

him, when he feels himself s whole-he�rted citizen of

his new communi ty � when he :,,::p00,klne :<. t s language, adopts

its ways of life and thought� and when a practised

foreign eye no Longex detects e.ny dl fference between

his outlook, habl t s and bat'>.£.'i,:'io;;" 6).nd those of his new

felloVl-cltlzenson8

From the above definitlons of assimilation

we find two elements which ara vital in the prooess of

assimilation. They are language and culture. Since

cuI ture is a complex who Ie of Ido.f..s � norms and artifacts,

it thus includes un lndlvldu&l�s ways of life and thought,

his ou t Look , hab i t s and bohcwlor,

Asslmilation can thus be approached through

an emphasis on the pr8reqlllslte or component process

whereby the lmmi�rant acquires the language of the new

society, adopts the ways of life and thought of the new

---------------,_

8. Lf ebe r-s on , Stanley� EthnIc :Jatta::cn8 in American Clties,
The Free Press 0'[' G:rerlCo(j��,o�1\f6v.)' York, 1963, p. 8



s oc i e tv ann �hanFres h i s o1',.:Lnc:{, ;�9.'})lts arid behaviour

towards the ones of the ; >: soc iety ,

acculturation i s t.ha t a s a tutLa t.:l, o n c oric e r-n s people

whe r-ea s a c cu i t.u r-e t i cn is (�r)llcc;rncd. vlT1.th culture. 'I'he

word assimilation can be us e d to designate the process

by 'TIeans of wh i c h a s vn the s t s of culture 1s achieved,

whatever degree of contact or amount of borrowing,

ta�lng and giving. Acculturation can be regarded as

one type of asslmjlatlon. or, as in Gordon's termlnology,

cultural assimilation. Types of assimilation and

their subprocesses or variables are listed on next page.

rhe �elatlons aman? these variables are,

as Gordon sug�ests, that (I) cultural assimilation, or

acculturation, is likely to be the first of the types

of assimilation to occur w he n a mi nor r ty group arrives

on the scenej (2) cultural assimilation, or accuI-

turation, of the minority �roup may take place even

when none of the other types of assimilation occurs

simultaneously nr later, ana this condltion of "accul-

t.u r-a t i ori only" may c on t f.nue lndoftnitely, Moreover,

once structural assimilation has occurred, either

simultaneously with or subsequent to Rrculturation,

all of the other types of aS3i�i]atian will naturally

.� 11 -



ASc:) l"'llLA l J ON it '�!j lJ�J3LE.s
'

_.._ .. _---_., ........... -- ..._._._-

js�:::Ge s���-:�;� :-t-��nl, s ['� r£<�O:--��e C-l-a-l--t-e-r-'D---
f

-----,-, " --,. _'--, .-.-.--."i'- .. ".' -----'--�-,,- ....---"-------·· ..

1

I Chanze or cu I tUT<j 'I.
I

eu ra I (;1' be-- 1 Ac cu I turation
1 patterns (,0 those of' hav i or-a I assl- !

host society mllation

Large-scale entrance
into cliques, clubs,
and institutions of
host society. on

primary group level

Structural
As s im iLa t l on

none

\
1 Amalgamation
I
1

IrJel"1tification8.1! none

a s s i m i Lc t i on
I

I
AttItude recep-I none

ttot)A.l assimil-
ation I
3ehavlor recep-II none

t 1. c na 1 e: S 21m 11 ,-

8t10;-

Absence of value i (,'1.\.'1". as e Lrn iL« I none
and power confl r c t J ;:J.tlc'll i
----- .. ,,--------.--�,,- .. ,,--,,-----------.-, .. -._.- --" ''_-- ,,------�-�---"'.-�_,���- .. -.

Larve-scale lnter- :, .->� _ LE.1 0.'38 i
m i La ti onmarr1ave

Development of sense

of people hood based
exclusively on host
society

Absence of preJudlce

Absence of
discrimination

* See Go�don. op.cit.v PfJ /U·cEiJ for source of table

and �elations among these variables.
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follow. However, these assimilation variables and

generalizations will be tested through the analysis

of the assimilation of Chinese in Saskatoon in later

chapters.

Assimilation, on the other hand, as implied

in either the theories of "race relations cycle" by

Park and Burgess or the theories of social interaction

by Wilson and Kolb, is only one of the social processes.

For Park, race relations form a cycle whtch is from

contactsto competition, to conflict, to accommodation,

and finally to either symbiosis or assimilation. Park

believes that this "cycle" tends to repeat itself

everywhere and is irreversible. He states:

"In the relations of races there is a cycle

of events which tends to repeat itself everywhere •••••

The race relations cycle which takes the form, to state

it abstractly, of contacts, competition, accommodation

and eventually assimilation, is apparently progressive

and irreversible. Customs regulation, immigration

restrictions and racial barriers may slacken the tempo

of the movement; may perhaps halt it altogether for a

time; but cannot change its direction; cannot at any

rate, reverse it."9

9. See Robert E. Park, Race and Culture, The Free Press
of Glencoe, 1950, pp 149-151

- 13 -



For �ilson and Kolb, social interaction

consists of much the same processes; from co-operation

to competition, to conflict, to accommodation and

finally to assimilation. In their terms it is from

disjunctive processes to conjunctive processes.lO

Unfortunately, American sociologists, in the

Thus in the following chapter we shall

main, have long avoided the issue of conflict and have

proposed theories of structural-functionalism which

presuppose social equilibrium and acceptance of values

of a dominant system by all,ll However, the bias of

these theories of structural-functionalism has affected

theories of minority group relations, in that they

largely i�nore or minimize conflict. This can be found

in the assimilation theories arising from American

historical experiences with race relations.

discuss theories of assimilation.

10. wilson, L. and Kolb, W.L., Sociological Analysis,
Harcourt, Brace and World, New York, 1949, pp 681-686

11. See Lewis Coser, The Functions of Social Conflict,
(Introdu�tlon), 'rhe Free Press, New York, 1956

- 14 -



III ASSIMILATION £tillORIES

As acculturation must be distingu1shed from

anthropologh.1al te rm.: ,) Ono 18 £uLr,,16B.m2tion which

denotes the blo1ogic81 mlxtv�� of originally distinct

rao1al stre.L1s" Ano t.he r t s L:'i::;;:turall2.atlono a poli tical

concept denoting the ac t; or p:,,'oceS8 of adml tt1ng an

alien to the status and prlv�lagas of a citizen.

Amer1oanization t.s aI10't;rl(:p� +.e i'lJ Nhlch refers to a special

oase of BssimilatiQn in the .��In0rlc·?l¥! soclety� the pro-

cess whereby a person of some foreign heritage acquires

the customs 3 ideals 5 iJlnd lCYl=l:t :Cl<:!i;S of AIDer! can society. 12

Ass imilo./clol1 in NOJ.:th runGrl can society. especially

1n the Un I ted StatefJ (II acoord Lng to Brewton Berry. has

lts expression in two widaly acaept0d theories. (1) the

'melting pot' �I and un the MIGrioanlzation movement)·]

The popular vlet'l on the lJ8. tter of ass1m11ation

1n the Amer1can society prior to World Wa.r I was very

optimistic. Assiml1e.tlon was regarded as an easy.

simple and speedy prOc.8ss. Tht3 philosophy of the 'melting

·12. For more detailed (:\;..:plc"e.:,;\on,::,v
Race flnd _f�t�hj:;JJ;_,. �-i�;"_).E .:'_::";,,':,,".;;"',

1951

8�O Be Barry �

S�8t0n Houghton Mifflin.



prooess of fusion of the cultures brought into the

Amerioan sooiety by immigrants from dIfferent ethnic

background, which, the public believed. would

eventually produoe a great civilization.

The ideology of the 'melting pot' was favored

by many great social thinkers. Praise of and faith in

the 'melting pot' was strongly expressed by William

Bryan, who wrote.

-Great has been the Greek, the Latin, the

Slav, the Celt, the Teuton. and the Saxon, but the

greater than any of these is the American, who combines

the virtues of them al1.-14

reforming' •••••• God is making the American! •••• The

In his drama The Melting Pot, Israel Zangwi1l

also voiced the following words.

"America is God's Crucible, the great Melting

Pot where all the races of Europe are melting and

real Amer1can has not yet arrived ••••• He will be the

fusion of all races, perhaps the coming superman ••••

Ah, what is the glory of Rome and Jerusalem, where all

races and nations come to worship and look back, compared

1). Brewton Berry, op.cit., p 210
14 • Ibid., P 211
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w1 th the glory of America t \V'hQre all nations come to

labour and look forwardtN15

There was truth in the concept of the 'melting

pot'P but also there was error in the beliAf and assump

t t on that the whol.e PX'DQ,f)SS of ruslon of cu L tures would

be easy and rapid� The doctrine of lais�ez fairs applied
to race and culture was the spirit of the �melting pot'

theory. Asslmila t ron W9.S thus thought to be natural

and inevitable.

During World War L, the i1Gl. t I on began to

reallze the idea of a natural and inevitable process

of assimilation was too idealistic. The fact that

millIons of people 1n the country who cOllld neither

speak nor wrlt� the English language and hundreds of

newspapers and peTiodicals were published in foreign

languages demonstrated that the belief 1n rapid assimilation

by n8.tur�3,1 forces was only a myth.

rhe result of the discovery of these facts

lad to a new approach to ass tmlla t Lon s - the Americanization

movement. However , e s s Lmt La t Lon was no longer regarded
as an inev1table outcome of th8 meeting of cultures.

15 • B. BeTry, 0p • c 1 t ., P 212
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Dellberat8, organized efforts were made to divest the

immigrant of h1s forelgn herltage� to suppress h1e

native language and tea.ch him English and to inject

into him a loyalty to &nerlcan instItutions,

By doing 80� �h0 Americanization movement

ignored 01' discarded the vnluGs in the cultures of the

immigrant8� It also, on the other hand� implied that

the American culture, in the Anglo-Saxon pattern, was

superior to all others. The spirit of this movement,

In marked contrast to the doctrine of laissez faire at

the beginning, was that of coercion and suppression.

Then again, the Americanization movement itself was

based on another misconception of the process of

assimilation.

Since Berry believes that assimilation 1s a

two-way process, he no doubt comes to the conclusion

that neither the theory of tho 'melting pot' nor the

Americanization movement, being two extremes, adequately

served to further the assimilation of the ImmlgrantB.l�

In his conception of assimilation, it Is, on

16. See Be Berry, op s c t t , , pp 210-231

- 18' -



the one hand, not a natural and inevitable outcome of

the meet1ng of cultures. There are many cases whioh

give support to the theory that assimilation is an

inevitable consequence of the meeting of groups, But

other studies of group relat10ns also suggest that

contact between groups does not invar1ably lead to

their assimilation" A study of four ethnic groups,

for instanoe. 1n the Southern part of India demonstrates

the fact that 1n spite of close and constant contact

among the four cultures» t hev had v0ry little in common"

Mandel baU1I'. 'J the au thor of the study e in exp.La LnLng

the failure of these peoples to become assimilated,

gives the reasons on economic bases of each soclety,

and custom, tradition and taboo of each culture which

restricted the group contacts. Howeve r , the study pOints

out that there is restricted and retarded cultural

interchange in some oases when people meet,l?

On the other hand, assimilation 1s a reciprocal

process� The belief 1n assimilation being a one-way

process implIes tho discarding of the traditional

culture of one group and the adoption of the culture of

the other group. But in fact@ assimilation involves

D. G. Mandelbaum. �lture Change among the Nl1�lriTribes , Amert can An t!ll:,9EOlo[Ti 8_!.. Vol. 4
NQ. 1, Jan-March 1941 pp 19-26
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the integration of the nS,'1 elements wi';:;h the old.

The assimilation process has been reciprocal in the

American society. This can be easily found in the

American civilization wh i ch was greatly 1nfluenced by

ethnic cultures 0

Berry alao ooncoivos that tho process of

assimilation is slow, both conscious and unconsoious,

and it eannot be hastened by coerolon and suppression,

Fifteen years laterp in another study of

intergroup relations among the ethnic groups. and their

relations to the social structure in the American

society, M1lton Gordon formulates his theory of

assimilation in three parts_ (1) Anglo-oonformity,

(2) the 'melting pot'; and (J) cultural pluralism,

In the introduction to his theories Gordon

expla.ins.

"In preliminary fashion, we may say that the

'Anglo-conformity' theory demanded the complete renun

ciation of the immlgrant�9 ancestral culture in favor

of the behavior and values of the Anglo-Saxon core group,

the 'm�lt1ng pot' idea envisaged a biological merger

of the Anglo-Saxon peoples with other immigrant groups

and a blending of their respective cultures into a new

- 20 -



indigenous Amerioan type, and �Qultural pluralism'

postulated the preservation of the communal l1fe and

signifioant portions of the culture of the later

immigrant groups within the context of Amerioan citi

zenship and political and economio integration into

American society �
�118

The first part of his theory of assimilation

demonstrates how 'Anglo-conformity' assumes the desir-

ability of maintaining the English institutions, the

English language and English oriented oultural patterns

as dominant and standard in Amerlcan life. The theory,

though sometlmes was easily mistaken as raoiamo was

supported by a large number of Anglo-conformists who

simply believed 1n the cultural superiority of Anglo

Saxon institutions or that since English culture has

laid the foundation for the Amerioan inst1tutions,

newcomers should conform accordingly.

In Berry's view. the Americaniza.tion movement

played a limited role in the process of assimilation

in the American history. In Gordon's interpretatIon,

the 'Anglo-conformity' theory had been developed to an

extreme during the Americanization movement. It received

18. Gordon, op.cit., p 85
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its fullest expression 1n this oonsoiously artioulated

movement (Amerioanization) whose alm was to strip the

immigrant of his native culture and attachments and

make h1m over into an American along the Anglo-Saxon

l1nes. All this was expected to be accomplished with

a great ra.pldity� as Gordon describes its "an attempt

at 'pressure cookIng asslmllatlon,n.19

Although the Americanization movement had its

different goals at various stages, its essential end

was to achieve a speedy assimilation process. But its

failure was to demand rapid transforma.tion of the

immigrant, Moreover, instead of taking the positive

values of the immigrantes cultures. it ignored his

heritage, cultural patterns and memories of his home

land. In factj the newcomers would make gradual pro

gress in acculturation to the American patterns and

integration into the American society, but not under

a high pressure created by the Americanization move

ment, in Gordon's view.

Gordon thus believes that in the formal

aspects of the American1zation movement there was very

19. Gordon, op.clt.o p 99
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l1ttle suooess. But the entire ideology of Anglo

oonform1ty has been substant1ally ach1eved with regard

to cultural assim1lation wh1ch Is, in Gordon�8 termi

nology, aooulturat10n820

The seoond part of the theory of assimilation

po1nts to the desire of construoting a new soo1ety whioh

crystalized into another ideology - the amelting pot',

However, the theme of thIs ideology wes the belief that

the' American would be a new and superior raoe arlsing

from a nation 1n which all races and cultures melted

into one. A description of an American ae a new raoe

was given by Crevecoeur.-

"An Amerioan, who leaves behind h1m all his

anoient prejudioes and manners, receives new on88

from the new mode of life he has embraced, the new

government he obeys, and the new rank he holds •••••

Here individuals of all nations are melted into a

new race of men, whose labours and posterity will one

day oause great changes 1n the world.�l

It seems, 1n Berry's discussion, the idea of

the 'melting pot' was the bellef 1n a prooess of fusion

20. Gordon,
21. Ibid.�

op.cit ••
p 116

pp 105-106
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of cultures of the immigrants, whereas in Gordon's

vlew� the 'melting pot' stresses both the biological

mixture ot the Anglo-Saxon peoples with other immigrant

groups and the blending of their cultureSe

Aooording to Zangwl11� the conception of a

melting pot admits no exception or quallfication of

the ethnio backgrounds; even the black and yellow races

were specifioally mentioned in his work. But in fact,

suoh a conception was too idealistic.

The failure of putting the concept of a true

'melting pot' into practice was first revealed by a

study on intermarriage or amalgamation by Mrs. Kennedy,

which reviewed that the idea of the melting pot was

not a 'single melting pot' in the nationo Intermarriage

was taking place aoross the nationality lines, but there

was a strong tendenoy for it to stay confined within

the basic influent1al field of one or the other of the

three major religious groups I Protestants, Catholios

and Jews. The term Qtrlple malting pot' was thus

employed, based on the religious divisions in the nation,

and the idea of a 'single melting pot' was abandoned.22

22. Go:;:'don, op ..cltq p 123. See aLs o , R.J8R. Kennedy,
"S1ngle or Triple .Mel tine; Pot'? In termarriage Trends
in New Haven, 1870-1940", l�eTloan Journal of Soo.,
Vol.49. No.4, Jan.1944
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The theory of tl1e 'trip16 melting pot' was

later supported by Will Herberg in his analysis of the

Amerioan religious groups. In his Protestant, Catholio,

!l.!!.!, he states.

-Amerioa is indeed, 1n Mrs. Kennedy's terml-

nology, the land of the 'triple melting pott� for it

is within these three religious commun1ties (Protestant,

Catholio, and Jew) that the process of ethnio and

oultural integration so oharacteristio of American life

takes Plaoe ... 2.3

However. the faot that there are other

perspeotives besides the religious divisions in analysiS

of the �meltlng pot' theory has led to tho use of the

term 'multiple melting pot'.

In the third part of the theory of assimilation,

the melting pot idea was ohallenged by another philo-

sophy of ethnio cultural preservation, cultural pluralism.

CUltural pluralism existed in the American sooiety

long before it became a theory. Under the pressure of

the Americanization movement� attempts to preserve ethnio

2.3. Will Herberg, Proteatantg Catholic, Jew, Double
Day & Co •• Garden City, New Yorkg 1960,
p 37
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cul tures and to create e thni c enclaves �lere made by

several 8001a1 thinkers and scholars. Dewey, Kallen.

Kllpatrlok, MaoIver and Co10 are the most influentlal

ones who advooate cultur�l plurallamQ Among these,
Ho race Kallen has been ackno'l>rlGtigad as the originator
and the Father of cultural pJ:.ul"al1sID¢

As Kallen develops hla argument for the

preservatlon of �thnlc culturess he oritioises the

Americanization program and thJy. a.ssumptions of Anglo-

Saxon supsrlorl ty. The attemptl3 to promote raoial

amalgamatlon� advocated by th(: k\lnerioanlzatlon movement ,

were considered as mlsguidede

¥..allen beLt eve s in the splri tual formation

of the American nation, he saysv-

Rlt 1s a symphony that comes to life anew

with the playing of each orchestra. The ethnic groups

are the instruments of the O:r'el'lt!<stra., and through eaoh

plays its own part, they all contribute to a harmonious

whole. "24

The theme in Ke.llen'tJ work on the subject of

24. Co B. Sherman 0 1.Q£.,.Jew �vlthln American Societt,Wayne state University Press, Detroit, 19 1
p 51
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plural1sm 1s the assertlon that the positive value ot

the nation derives from t he var-t oue ethnic cultures

and their interaotion within the framework of a demo-

orat1o sooiety. Thls vaLue deve l ops In two ways. as

Gordon descr!bas 1 t ff direotly f, a.s the e t nn i.c groups

contribute elements fl"'om tht:d.1' cultur,s,l heritage to

the total nat iona'l cuI tUY'0 � IDE!kl.ng 1 t richer and more

varied. and lndlx'eotlYa as the end-product of the

oompetitlonp interaotlone and creative relationship

of th€l Is tar arrived e thni C cu,l tUNUI! W 1 th the Anglo

Saxon oulture and with each �)thGre

Kallen points out tha.t America. stands facing a

kind of cultural dilemma, to lmpos8 by foroe the Anglo-

Saxon culture or allow the ethnic cultures to exist

and develop. He of course insists that America should

follow the latter course, beoause then, -the outlines

of a possible great and truly democratic commonwealth

become discernible. Its form would be that of the

federal republicS its substance a democracy of nationalities,

cooperating voluntarily and autonomously through common

instltutions 1n the enterprise of self-realization through

the perfection of men according �:;o their kind. ,,25

25, Gordon, op,cit •• pp 142-14J� See also H.M. Kallen,
CUI tu..!:!L and De�oc:r�__t.n tj1!; U?l tad sta tea,
New York, aonl & Llv,p.?rl,g11t� 1924� p ii6
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However, Kallen�a postulation of a 'federal

republio of natlonalltiasU Wd9 later oritioized and

reJeoted by other scholars. And his work of purely

intellectual and phllos,L;phicll.l ana.lysls simply faded

away in the generations t-;h.��t follm'l his.

The theory of cultural pluralism itself

oontains a defect which makes it unrealistio, that 1t

does not 1ndicate any aoc La'L area. l'1hera the oultural

activ1ty of the various ethnic groups could be fitted

in wi thin the larger !"'ramet'wrk of America.n cut ture ,

The theory has been unable to suggest the organized

form through which th� ®thnlo groups could make the1r

conscious contribution to the maInstream of American

spiritual creetlvli;Yt And. the basic conscious efforts

of the ethnic groups to perpetuate themselves in a

collective way were lacklnga The problem with cultural

pluralism is� Ba Sherman says, that the generation

with the will and interest to preserve ethnic identity

in the United States is dying out$ The results a.re

thus inevitableg all the evidence indicates that 8ss1mi-

latlon will prooeed at e faster rat6 in the future

than in the past.26

26. See Shermanp opocits, Chapter 2@ for a better oritioism
of cultural pluralism.
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The theories of assimilation, as discussed

before, can thus be summarized into three formulae:

(1) Anglo-conformity, (2) the 'melting pot'. and (3)

cultural pluralism. They have arisen historically in

America, and they thus reflect the characteristics of

the American society. The process of formulation of

these theories represents the experiences of race

relations in American history. To apply the theories

of 'race relations cycle' to the American experiences

on assimilation, the social movements lmplied by both

'Anglo-conformity' and the em�lting pot' would seem

to be efforts, either conscious or unconscious� to

accomplish assimilation directly from competition with

out goin� throu�h the sta�es of conflict and accommo

dation. However, as both 'Anglo-conformity' and the

'melting pot' failed to achieve assimilation in

several aspects, the rise of the philosophy of cultural

pluralism represents entering into the stage of

accommodation in the 'race relations cycle'. Therefore,

to co�plete the theory (race relations cycle), the

situatlon of the Chinese must be taken into consideration

since it denotes largely the conflict part of the

theory.

In those theories of assimilation, accordlng

to Gordon, the key variable always turns out to be
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structural assimilation. The social processes implied

the assirr:ilation theories have accomplished a great

deal with regard to other types of assimilation,

particularly acculturation, except structural assimilation

which preaeeds certain types of assimilation, such as

marital and ldentificational assirnilation.27

However, the formulation of these theories

rests largely upon the experiences of white immigrant

groups who had encountered a lesser degree of conflict

in comparison with the Chinese. And if to assume the

validity of these theories and to apply them to the

case of the Chinese experiences in Canada, as well as

in North America, the Chinese should have also achieved

what the other immigrant groups have accomplished in

assimilation. In order to tes t this, a mathematical model

of assimilation measurement will be employed. Mathe-

matical models have recently been introduced to deal

with degrees of soclal dlfferentiation,28 and thus a

similar model would allow tests of these theories; e.g.

acculturation of the Chinese will be tested through

such a model of assimilation with measures of association

27. Gordon, op.cit., pp 234-235
28. L.C. Freeman and M.H. Sunshine, Patterns of

Residential SeEre�ation. Schenkman Publishing Co,
Mass. 1970
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between (1) years in the host country; Canada, and

(2) measures of acculturationj reading the English

language.

On the other hand I the measure of conflict

which the assimilation theories have avoided, namelyp

the degree of legal exclusion in immigration adopted

by the host country, reflects degree of acceptance

and hostility of the host country towards the minority.

Though it does not vary directly as the variable of

years in the host country, it is mediated by the conflict

stage in the 'race relations cyclee demonstrated by

legal sanctions of the host country. Such a measure of

conflict will be generalizable to other minority groups

and countries where confllctual race relations exist.

This will be discussed more in later chapters.

In the next chapter we shall discuss the Chinese as

a minority group in North Amerlca.
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IV THE CHINESE IN NORTH AMERICA

Chinese in North Amerioa, with their partl-

cular oultural background and racial characteristios,

have oonstituted a minority group which sociologists

olassify as one of the ethnic groups. The term

'minorities' is applied to ethnic groups which, though

ooncentrated in specific geographic areas and possessing

their own cultures and histories, live under the poli

tical rule of other natlons.29 The Chinese in North

Amerioa are regarded as one of the minorities beoause

minorities are "subgroups within a oulture whioh are

distinguishable from the dominant group by reason of

differenoe in physiognomy, language. customs, or

cultural patterns (including any oombination of these

factors). Such subgroups are regarded as inherently

different and 'not belonging' to the dominant group,

for this reason they are consciously or unconsciously

excluded from full participation in the life of the

cut ture •
" .30

M1nor1ty problems in the American society are

29. Sherman, op.c1t., p4
)0. Ib1d. • p 4
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entirely different from minority problems in other

parts of the world. As Gunnar Myrdal points out.

the minority peoples of the United States are fighting

for status in the larger society. the minorities of

Europe are mainly fighting for independence from it.Jl

However. many soc1al problems arise from the difference

of racial oharacteristics and cultural behavior. Racial

antagonisms arise and wide social distances exist and

endure between dIfferent races. Att1tudes of discri-

mination and prejud1ce of the dominant group plaoe

limitations upon the opportunities of education and

eoonomio seourity of the minority groups. And the

results of these are sometimes a larger proportion of

disease, poverty, crime and illiteracy 1n the minority

groups than the dominant one. The different cultural

background and the discriminatory attitudes toward

immigrant populations may also lower the general level

of well-being in the group.

studles by various social soientists of

expressions of racial attltudes have generally conoluded

tr.at attitudes of the dominant group seem to find

Sherman, op.cit., p J, See also Gunnar Myrda1,
An American Dllemmeo New York, 1944, Vol. I
p 50
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expressions along three major lines. first, there i.

a feeling of friendly interest in the new arrivals.

Some degree of oooperation is likely to be developed

and the spirit of to1erano� and 'good will' is in

evidence. As the newcomers inorease rapidly and oom

petition beoomes intensified, threatening to foroe

the native workers out of employment, or to lower their

standard of living, hostile attitudes arlse. Various

indireot means may be employed to undermine the

strength of the new arrivalse The most suocessfu1 of

these 1s through legislation designed to limit the

eoonomio activities of the mInority groups. It may

be done by Q denial of citizenship rights, whioh

oarries with it certaln limitations with respeot to

property ownership, education, mobility and tenure.

Whether or not satisfactory leg1slat10n oan be secured,

the native population generally seeks an advantage by

means of local rules and customso The newoomers are

desoribed as a manaoe to native trad1t10ns, a threat

to native standards of l1ving and moralIty, 'clann1sh

and deceitful'.

The third phase of l1ne of action 1s open

oonflict in which actual riots are staged, threats and

warnings declared, property destroyed and ind1v1dua1s
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murdered. )2

However, the case of the Chinese immigrants

in North Amerioa was exactly as described above. as

reflected in the history of the Chinese Immigration

Pblicy of both the American and Canadian govern�ents.

The assimilation theories of the 'Anglo-

conformity'. the Americanization movement, the 'melting

pot', and cultural pluralism s.eem do not apply to the

Chinese immigrants in North American society. In

his discussion of the assimilatIon theories. Brewton

Berry states. nNegroes, Indlanso and Orientals, of

course, were not included.")) And it is generally

thought that the Chinese were unassimllated. Due to

their cultural background, living habits and customs,

and the language spoken, early Chinese immigrants typically

congregated to form a oohesive group where they could

speak their own language and preserve their own culture.

On the other hand, because of the discrimination of

the Chinese Immigration Policy of both the Canadian

and American governments, most of the early Chinese

immigrants did not consider Canada or America as their

)2. J.i'l. Gillette and J.M. Reinhardt, CUrrent Social
Problems, American Book Co., New York, 1937.
pp 429-430

)). B. Berry, op.cit., p 211
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permanent home. The Chinese thus were considered

the least assimilated or even non-assimilated group.

When talking about the Ch1nese, Berry made such a

statement.

"Today, generations later, we find their

(the Chinese) descendants still 11vit� 1n those

foreign parts, and while they have made an excellent

eoonomio adjustmento they are unasslmilatedo 80cially

distinot, and not identified politically or psycho

logically with the countries in whioh they reside.·34

The Chinese do not become assimilated in

countries other than Amerioa or Canada perhaps due

to other reasons. but the process of assimilation of

the Chinese in North American society appears to be

greatly affected by the attitudes adopted by the Chinese

and their host society.

In order to test this hypotheSis of non

assimilation and its possIble causes, Canadian-Chinese

and the Chinese po�ulatlon of Saskatoon, Saskatohewan,

were seleoted for study. The cause predicted to be

of great affect on assimilation is the government immi

gration polioies towards Chinese immigrants.
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the history of Canad1an immigration po11c1es toward

the Ch1nese, and (2) a study of the att1tudes of d1fferent

populat1cn of Chinese, who 1mm1grated under these

different policies in corresponding h1storical periods.

The next chapter will investigate the history

of the Canadian immigration policies towards the Chinese,

and the study will be presented in the following

ohapters.
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V HISTORY OF THE CANADIAN II1,MIGRATION POLICIES

TOwARDS THE CHINESE

There is much evidenoe that the canadian immi

gration policies towards the Chinese immigrants played

an important role in preventing and hindering the

Chinese from becoming assimilated in the Canadian

society early in the twentieth century. From time to

time, the changing of immigratIon polIcIes by the

Canadian government gave the early Chinese immIgrants

more and more feelIngs of Insecurity. They could not

predict what the future would be for them. They could

only keep to themselves. They rented property instead

of buying it. They found no need to learn the English

language. In other words, they did not show any

sign of wanting to beoome citizens, beoause they kept

one foot in the old country where they had their

families which they felt obliged to support,

According to Stanislaw AndrackI, the history

of Canadian policies in the matter of Chinese

immigration from 1870 to the present time may be

divided into four periods.

(1) Unrestricted immigration ending 1885,

(2) Head tax system from 1885 to 1923.

(J) Exolusion of Chinese immigration ending

1947.
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(4) Limited admission of Chinese immigrants

under the rules applicable to Asians 1n

general.J5

An interesting story has been told that the

first Chinese reached the western shores of America

hundreds of years before the first huropean reached

the eastern seaboard, and that it was actually claimed

as a provinoe of Ta Han (Great China). However. the

first Chinese oame to Canada, acoording to Anne Davison.

in 1858. twelve years before the Province British

Columbia entered confederation, and the early history

of the Chinese in canada is linked with the gold rush

on the Canadian Pacific coast. In six years time from

1858 onward, the Chinese had increased to about two

thousand, and within fifteen years. they beoame so

- 39 -

numerous that pressures were brought to bear on the

provincial government for their control.J6

After the days of placer mining, the Chinese

)6.

Andracki, S •• The immigration of Orientals into
Canada with speoial referenoe to Chinese,
(Ph,D, Dissertation. McGill University,
1958,) p 1

Davison, A.M., An analysis of the significant factors
in the etterns of Toronto Chinese fami life
as a result of the recent chan 6S n mmi rat on

laws, M.S.W. Thesis, Univ. of Toronto, 19
'Pl



were gradually absorbed into more stable oooupations

such as gardening, farming, retail trade and domestic

servioe. Large number of Chinese were to be found on

road and railway construction.

In the year 1875. the first measure of dis-

orimination against Chinese was entered the Statute

BookSof British Columbia, when the Legislative Assembly

passed an act disfranohising the Chinese in the

provincial eleotions.)7

The construction of the railway on the west

coast needed a great number of labourers. Despite the

oontinuous protests of those who did not wish to see

the Chinese come in large numbers, the railway company

hired many Chinese labourers whose willingness to

work for lower wages was a severe threat to the

local labourers. It was estimated that at one time

there were be tt'leen s Lx and seven thousand Chinese

working for the Canadian Pacific Rallway. Most of these

Chinese came directly from South China, having been

brought by con�tractorB who went to Hongkong and Canton

and brought them over.
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In 1885, the federal government passed an

act regulating and restricting the immigration of

the Chin��e into canada. All Chinese immigrants were

obliged to pay a head tax of fifty dollars each upon

entering Canada. No vessel might carry more than one

immigrant for every fifty tons. Every Chinese meeting

these regulations should be given a certificate of

entry, which he would hold as proof of his having

entered legally.38

It was thought that this act might effeotively

reduce the number of Chinese immigrants ooming to

Canada, but in 1891, the British Columbia provincial

census showed there were 9.129 Chinese which was one

in eleven of the population in the province. By that

time, the Chinese community on the west coast was

large enough to grow up the traditional system of

guilds and secret societies. They had set up courts

within their own community to settle disputes.

In 1900, the government passed new legis-

lation to restrict Chinese immigration, The

parliament thought that by inoreasing the head tax

38. Davison, op.cit., p 3,
48-49 Victoria,

See also Canada statutes,
Chapter 71
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from fifty to one hundred dollars the 'problem' would

be settled simply. But, this aot only slowed immigration

for a short tlme, and it gradually increased again.

Three years later. the legislature passed another aot

with regard to the Chinese 1mmigration, whioh they

thought would completely solve the 'problem'. The act

increased the head tax from one hundred to five hundred

dollars. 39

After the head tax was increased frQ'm one

hundred to five hundred dollars, there were practioally

no new immigrants coming to Canada. The result of the

increased head tax was that most applied for admission

under one of the exempt olasses, such as student,

merohant, etc.

It seemed none of the attempts was Buffioient.

The pub110 pressure grew again. Finally in 192J. the

Chinese Immigration Aot was passed which abolished the

head tax system and exoluded the Chinese almost

completely. The effeotiveness of this act oould be

seen as. in the 17 years preceding Its passing, there
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were 44.455 Chinese admitted to canada. whereas in

the 17 years following 1923 only 6 were admltted.40

The head tax had been an humiliation

to the Chinese, but now it came to an exclusion

of immigration. After 24 years of the enforcement of

this act. 1 t Is not hard to LmagLne \,lhy the ChInese

kept to themselves, why they showed no sign of wantIng

to become citizens. The men were not allowed to bring

their wives and children to Canada, Gambling and

drinking took most of their spare time. There was no

reason they should oonsider Canada as their permanent

home since their families were still in China.

In 1947, this situation was changed. After

24 years. the Chinese Immigration Act of 192J was

f1nally repealed. Chinese who were Canadian cit1zens

were permitted to bring their ohildren under 18 and

their wives from China. For those years, these families

had been separated, living on opposite sides of the

ooean, In two different cultures and economic systems.

Now they could grow together again as a unit and plan

for their future in Canada.

- 4] _
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From the survey of the Canadian immigration

policies towards the Chinese, �e find three basic

groups �hich can be studied, who represent dlfferent

experiences from the Canadian government immigration

policies; (1) Chinese immigrated prior to 1923, who

experienced the official hostility of the government

and long separation from their countrymen and families,

(2) Chinese who immigrated after 1947, and experienced

more favorable treatment, and (3) Canadian-born Chinese,

(mostly born after 1947) who aside from experiences of

either exclusion or non-exclusion in immigration, had

other reasons for favorable attitudes towards Canada.

The first group who encountered hostllity

more than acceptance of their host society establish

a situation of 'conflict' instead of assimilation to

be examined. This conflict situation, namely, legal

exclusion of immigration, cannot be found in the

experiences of white European immigrant groups. rhe

experiences of the Chinese immigrants, especially early

immigrants, thus become an extreme case which can be

more properly studied through theories of conflict

than the dominant assimilation theories.
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hostility of the country, play an important role on

assimilation of minority groups, it is therefore possible

to study minority relations using government immigration

laws as one type of measure.

Since the Chinese in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

are selected for this study, we thus come to the

discussion of the Chinese community in Saskatoon in the

next chapter.
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VI THE CHINESE COMMUNITY IN SASKATOON

In order to measure the degree of assimilation

of the Chinese 1mmigrant arr1ved 1n Canada at various

periods. a survey was done within the Chinese oommunity

in Saskatoon. A review of the Chinese community therefore

18 neoessary.

There 1s no reliable statistios wh10h would

indicate the exaot amount of the Ch1nese population

1n the o1ty of Saskatoon. An informal vital census

of the Chinese populat1on in the o1ty had been conduoted

by the gSaskatoon Ch1nese Benevolent Assooiat10n'

several years ago. The president of the Assooiat1on, who

was the organizer of the survey, unfortunately died

shortly after the survey was oomp1eted. And afterwards,

the rest of the eXQutives of the Association deo1ded

to burn all the documents, records and stat1stics

left by the late president from the survey. They were

so superstitious to believe that those were symbols

of bad luok, and should be gone with the dead man.41

However, part of the information from that

survey appears 1n the Saskatchewan Chinese Directory,

oompiled and printed by the 'Ch1nese PublIcIty Bureau'

in Regina. On the first page of the DIrectory, it
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desor1bes 1tself as "oompr1s1ng a oomplete l1st1ng of

Ch1nese house holders and ind1viduals of Saskatohewan

cities and towns".42

In the introduotory part of the Directory,

wh1ch is written in both English and Chinese. it says

in Chinese that the exaot number of Chinese whose names

are listed here in the province of Saskatchewan is

5,500. This means the number of women and children

is unknown. It states in English that the total Chinese

population in Saskatchewan exceeds 11,000. This

estimat�population is based on the actual number of

individual names in the alphabetical seotion of this

Direc tory, wi th due allowance for women and children

whose names are not listed. 4)

In the Saskatoon seotion of the Direotory,

450 names are listed as residentsof Saskatoon. This,

ot oourse, does not indicate the Chinese population

in the oity. However, an estimation of more than 700

people was given by the present president of the

'Saskatoon Chinese Benevolent Association' during my

4.3 •

Saskatchewan Chinese Directory, oompiled by the
Chinese PUblIoIty Bureau Ltd, 1970, Regina, p 1
Ibid., pp 6-7

42 •
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interview with him. BUt 1n faot, 1n the past two or

three years a number of Chinese immigrants and students

have come to Saskatoop, and in the most conservative

estimation, it would still be more than 100 newcomers.

Including the ohurohes, there are ten

organizations in the Chinese community in the city.

They are. 'Chinese Free Masons'" 'Chinese Nationalist

League', 'Saskatoon Chinese Benevolent Assooiation',

�hlnese Old Men's Club', 'Saskatoon Chinese Sohoo1

Board', 'Saskatoon Young Men's Club', 'Dart Coon Club',

'United Churoh Chinese Misslonvo and 'Chinese Al1ianoe

Churoh'. Besides all these organizations, there is

a 'Chinese Student Sooiety' on campus.

The biggest and moat popular organization

among all these 1s the 'Saskatoon Chinese Bebevolent

Assooiation' whIch also sponsors the'Chinese Sohool

Board' in the city. In faot, some of the organizations

listed above have been dissolved or only have a few

members, and some of them assooiate together, maintaining

d1fferent names for the same organization.

There 1s a tendency to oonoentrate in one

type of ocoupatlon, restaurant business, In this
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Chinese community, Acoording to the old Chinese who

have been living in Saskatoon for deoades, Chinese

people used to operate laundry shops too. However, they

were put out of business by maohines. Most Chinese

switched to the restaurant business. It is thus not

surprising to know that in a small Chinese oommunity

like this one there are a total of JJ big or small

�
oafes and restaurants. Another popular business among

the Chinese people is the grooery retail business.

An explanation for this phenomenon of

concentration in one type of wor-k was given by Carey

MoWilliam. In 1920, in the United States, it was

est1mated that 50% of the Chinese were engaged in work

in restaurants and/or laundr1es. MoWilliam, in explaining

how these oooupation have oome to be identified as

Chinese, says that for a majority to restrict a

minority in a population, there are three methods used.

(1) restrictive legislation, (2) citizenship denied

to the minority, and (J) various devices to restrict

the minority to subordinate positlons in the economy.

Therefore, in every kind of occupation, when oompet1tion

became higher, the Chinese feared that actions of dis-

crimination might be taken against them, so they

wlthrew to occupations where there was less competition
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and discrirnination.44

Professionals who are known by the Chinese

in Saskatoon, it seems, are only medical doctors and

an accountant. There are ten medical doctors and one

accountant.45 Other professionals, such as university

professors and professional engineers, who, unlike the

medical doctors and accountant being able to serve the

community, are not active or enthusiastic enough to

be known in the community, thus information concerning

them 1s not available.

The community, as a whole, is apparently

an exclusive and protective community. New immigrants,

particularly those who do not know English, depend

largely upon the community for social lives. On the

other hand, the community gradually loses its hold on

individuals who are most assimilated and mobiler such

as professionals mentioned above. The sample in this

study, therefore, is inevitably biased for bein� unable

to include these individuals.

Other difficulties for obtaining information

are that the Chinese in general are reluctant to reveal

44.

45.

Carey MCNilllam, Brothers under Skin, Boston, Little
Brown & Co., 1951, pp 106-107

As listed in the Saskatoon section of the
Saskatchewan Chinese Directory.
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their personal beliefs and habits to outsiders,

especially to be exposed to the academic world. This

cause� another bias in the sample towards those who

are more acculturated, by virtue of their willingness

to co-operate. But even so� little evidence of

assimilation can be found, as revealed from the results

in later chapters. Many variables are not useable in

testing the hypotheses due to lack of response; such

as job, reason for coming to Canada, plans to stay in

Canada permanently, attitudes on mixed marriage and

parents-children relations, etc.

However, after this general review of the

Chinese community in Saskatoon, we shall come to

discussion of methodology and hypotheses in the

following chapter.
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VII METHODOLOGY AND HYPOTHESES

The Definition of Chinese

The Saskatoon Chl:1CSS oommuni ty can be

taken hypothetioally as am'inLature of the Chines.

minority within the larger Cen�dlan sooiety. If

the immigration polioies in the Canadian history had

affeoted the prooess of assimilation of the ChInese.

then in turn� these effects should also be refleoted

by the Chinese in Saskatoon. Based upon this

assumption, a survey has been conduoted within the

Saskatoon Chinese community to test the general

attitudes of the Chinese towards the Canadian ways of

life and sooiety.

However. a definition of fChlnese' must be

given here so to dIstinguish them from people with

other ethnic origin. The definition used in 1961

oensus of Canada reads as follows:

MIn a census� a person's ethnic group is

traced through his father. In 1961. each person was

asked the question,;to which ethnic or cultural group

did you or your anoestor (on the male side) belong on

ooming to this country?' The language spoken at that

time by the person or his parental anoestor was used
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as an aid in the determination of the person's ethnic

46
groupo·

The term 'Chinese' used in this survey thus

will cover all those who have become naturalized and

attained Canadian c1tlzenshipp known as Chinese-Canadians

and their children whether born in Canada or outside

of Canada now staying in Saskatoon. The term also

includes other Chinese who came from outside canada

either as landed immigrants or as students, and children

of mixed marriages when the father is a Chinese, who

now reside in Saskatoon.

The Questionnaire and its Distribution

The questionnaire is designed to find out

the attitudes among different generations who have

arrived in Canada or were born in Canada at various

periods. Their attitudes will allow the comparison of

different degrees of assimilation. Sinoe the index of

assimilation besides general attitudes toward Canadian

ways of life is the ability of reading the English

language and formal education in English or Anglo-

American schools in this study, the questionnaire is

46. See Canada Dominion Bureau of Statistics inside
front cover.
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thus designed to gather information on age, date of first

arrival, English reading and speaking, and education.

Moreover, insofar as factors such as sex, marital status,

status in Canada and place of birth would have effects

on individual assimilation, these ltems are therefore

included. Finally, additional assimilation variables;

family, job, Canadian friends, and intermarriage, etc. are

included also.47

'fwo identical questionnaires, one in Chinese

�nd one in En�ltsh, were distributed at the same time,

and the respondent was told to fill in the one which

he felt more natural to him. All the questionnaires were

distributed through:

(1) The Chinese Student Society of the

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon campus,

(2) Two public high schools in Saskatoon where

most Chinese students attend (City Park Collegiate and

Bedford Road Collegiate),

(J) 'rhe Saskatoon Chinese Benevolent Association,

(4) The two Chinese churches in Saskatoon,

(United Church Chinese Mission and Chinese Alliance Church),

(5) Accidental distribution through Chinese

restaurants and shops in the city and friends of mine.

47. See AppendIx.
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The total number of questionnaires distributed

is JOO, of whioh there are 79 returned. The distri-

bution of the questionna1re to the d1fferent organi

zations listed above is baaed on the assumption that

thetSaskatoon Chinese Benevolent Association'consists

of older Chinese who have been in Saskatoon for a

longer period of time. On the other hand, the'Chinese

Student Sooietron the university campus has Chinese

students from various places in the world, though

mostly from Hongkong and Taiwan. and they are largely

landed immigrants or on student visa, whereas students

from the high sohools are more likely those Canadian-

born Chinese or those who came to Canada since very

young and have been raised in Canada. Those people

from the Chinese churches would be the mixture of all

the above categories plus those Chinese women who

came here to join their husbands after 1947. This

assumption of the way the Chinese associate 1n Saskatoon

19 supported by this writer's knowledge and his obser-

vatlon during his residence in Saskatoon.

Five Chinese old men and their families have

also been interviewed by this writer. This is to gather

further information on the history of the Chinese com-

munity in Saskatoon since there are no written records

*
to follow.

* The interviews were conducted on the basis of questionnaire
and the results are coded together with those of the
questionnaires.
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Hypotheses to be tested

From the history of the Canadian immigration

policies towards the Chinese, one oQn assume ttmt

before the 1947 repeal of the Immigration Act of 192).

the Chinese were the group that showed no signs of

assimilation at all. After the 1947 repeal of the Aot

of 192). larger numbers of the Chinese residents �ere

allowed to bring their families to Canada. They were

then able to reunite their families, and consider

Canada as their permanent home. The children of these

immigrants, havlng been educated in Canada, are able

to speak English and share the same culture as other

Canadians. In this case, whether or not the Chinese

have their families in Canada is expected to affeot

the prooess of assimilation. In other words, the

family here can be regarded as a social unit whioh

functions to aooelerate the process of assimilation

of the Chinese immigrants in the sense that the family

provides opportunities for the immigrant children to

be educated and to be socialized in the Canadian society.

The assimilation of this young generation contributes

to the group assimilation of the Chinese. Based oft

this rationale, the hypotheses for this study will

be:
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A. Assimilation is affected by the govern

ment immigration policies which reflect degree of

acceptance and hostility of the host society, and the

experience of acceptance and hostility by the immigrants.

Since, in the situation of the Chinese in

Canada, the degree of hostility of the Canadian society

has declined after 1947. the Chinese are hypothesized,

in terms of degree of assimilation, to be grouped as

follows.

(1) most ass1milated - the group of Canadian

born Chinese, who are the first generation mostly born

after 1947 ,

(2) intermediately assimilated - Chinese who

1mm1grated after 1947, and are under 25 years of age,

(3) less assimilated - Chinese who immigrated

after 1947, and are above 26 years of age,

(4) least assimilated - Chinese who immigrated

before 1923.

It is also hypothesized that the general

assimilation theories of the tAnglo-conformity', the

'melting pot' and cultural pluralism are irrelevant

to the Chinese situation and not be supported by the

data. Thls will be tested through.
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(1) tho n�asure of reading the English

lElnguage shoHS tha.t assimilation is not associated.

with length of residence in Canada, but 1s inversely

as ao c La ted 1,'11 th length of res ldence in China,

(2) the measure of language chosen for the

questionnaire shows that assimilation is not associated

with length of residence in Canada, but is associated

with length of residence in China,

(3) the measure of affirmation of speaking

the Chinese language shows that assimilation is not

·a.ssociated i'1ith length of residence in Canada, but is

associated with length of residence in China;

(4) the measure of identification with the

Chinese sportsmen shows that assimilation is not

associated with length of residence in Canada, but is

associated with length of residence in China;

(5) the measure of affirmatlve respondents

towards naturalization shows that assimilation is not

associated with length of residence in Canada.

All these measurements will be based upon

the application of a �athematical model, namely, degree

of association or correlation between different assimi

lation variables. As we expect, to a degree, there

will be high statistical associations between certain

variables, and for some others, there will be low
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statistical associations, or even none. But in the main,

the statistical figures shall support these assumptions.

(B) Between the independent variable (years

in Canada), which is also an indicator of the policies

experienced in im�lgration, and the dependent variable

(de�ree of assimilation), there are intervening variables.

They are: job, school, social organization, family,

Canadian friends and spouse of intermarriage, etc.

Among these, (1) entrance into social organizations of

Canadian society has not yet come on a large-scale. thus

structural assimilation has not yet occurred among the

Chinese in Saskatoon, (2) the amount of intermarrlage

is hypothesized to be considerably small, and thus

marital assimilation �as not yet occurred.

These will be tested through:

1. the measure of membership in Canadian

organizations,

2. the measure of nationality of spouse among

the married Chinese, and

3. the measure of willingness to marry a

white Canadian.

(C) In this stage when major types of assimi

lation, structural assimilation and marital assimilation

for instance, have not yet occurred, family and school
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are more functional with regard to faCilitating the

process of ass1milation. and these two variables are

associated.

Before 1947. family units were not admitted

to Canada, thus family has not become a factor affecting

the process of assimilation till after 1947. For the

group of Chinese who immigrated before 1923. isolation

from Canadian schools and other socializing agencies

was the rule - because they had no children in Canada,

isolation continued over the years.

The data are inadequate to test these

relationships directly, thus an investigation of educ

ation und family characteristics will be done to

explore this hypothesis.

In the following chapter we shall come to the

findings and the analysis of the data.
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VIII

Assimilation in i\)01';;h Ame r-Lcnn soc t e t.y has

1 t s own features 9.n6. ol1f�raet8r�[j t Los , w:'1ieh 1ll1ght not

f ):)11(1 1.1.'1 the hlstOTY of the Allie:c1can society - the

�Anglo�conform1ty', the �meltlng "pot� and 'cultural

plurallam'� were the product of the great mlgration.
They thus oan only apply to chis 8octety,48

The Chinese s1tuatlon in Canada was

different from ethel'" ethn i c groups. On the one hand,
the Chinese were not included 1n the process of

Rssimilation Ln the Amerioan hlE�torlcal expe r-Lence ,

On the other hand, belng discriminated against, they
dld not want to become asslml1&ted�

During the 24 years froU) 1923 "to 1947, no

ChinenIS': .lrxll11igrant was adm r tted to Canada. In this

study of 79 Chl-:Jeae 1n Saske.. coon. all the immigrants
exoept those who wsr� born in Cafisdac can thus be

48. 3ee Chanters II & III.
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aotually experienced the discrimination and prejudioe

in the imml�ration laws. Unfortunately,we cannot

fin� ·�o many of theF� old men tc have a better

cocparative analysis in this study, there are only 6

Chinese who came before 192Je 58 came after 1947 and

15 were born in CanQda.49

Since assimilation is the process whereby

the immigrant aoquires the language and oulture of the

new societys it thus can be measured in terms of 'the

ability of reading the English language'. 50 Language

is always considered as the most important part of

a culture. The ability of reading the English language

indicates the degree of cultural assimilation, in other

words, the acculturation of the Chinese in Canada.

When a Chinese, for instance, reads English only, he

is regarded as more a Canadian than a Chinese in a

cultural sense, and thus a Chinese who reads both

English and Chinese is still more assimilated than the

one who reads Chinese only.

It is generally conceived that the length of

49. See Table I.

50. The ability of speaking English is not used as a

measurement here because it is difficult to �ef�ne�the
term 'able' to speak English. eeg, someone can only
speak a little bit more than 'yes' and 'no', and
claims that he can speak English.
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TABLE .1

THE IMMIGRANT AND CANADIAN-BORN CHINESE

Description Number

Chinese who came to Canada before 192) 6
,----_._---- -_._---
i

,

--+-----�

Chinese who oame to Canada after 1947 58
'-----_.-----_.-.------------- .. ------ -.---- - .. ---------- - -.- -i - -

•

1

I

Chinese who were born in canada ? 15!

,_" -----.---------- -.----------t--------- - ---

,Total
: 79

,

_..: _-- -- , ... -----l
-----_._-- _. -,,--_.- .. ,,--,,-_ .. "-_._--,,_--------------,-_._-
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residence in a country is an important determinant for

acculturation; the longer an immigrant stays in a country,

the Wdre assimilated he will be. Aa Gordon states.

cultural assimilation, or acculturation, is likely to

be the first of the types of assimilation to occur when

a minority group arrives on the scene, and cultural

assimilation, or acculturation, of the minority may take

place even when none of the other types of assimilation

occurs simultaneously or later and this condition of

'acculturation only' may continue indefinitely. The age

of first coming to the country. of course, has to be

taken into consideration. However, in many cases, a high

statistical degree of association should be expected

between the length of residence in a country and aCCUl

turation. But the Chinese in Canada cannot be predicted

in a usual way. In this study of the Chinese in

Sas�atoon it is thus predicted that the discriminatory

condition in Canada which the Chinese experienced is

a more important determinant in acculturation than

the length of residence in Canada.

In order to test this hypothesis, a statis

tical comparison is drawn upon the basis of the years

a Chinese stayed in Hongkong or China and in Canada.

The degree of association between the length of residence in

each country and the ability of reading ,its language
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is shown by a statistical figure: Gamma (';).51 It is

true that the longer a Chinese stayed in China or

Horigi.ong before he came over to Cariada , the more 1 Lk , .)

he reads Chtnese only. rhis can be found on Table II

tn the next page, which has a very high degree of

association between len�th of residence in China or Hong

Kon� and readln� the Chinese lan�uage only.

In Canada, the Chinese situation is different.

There is no association between length of residence in

Canada and reading the English language. This is

demonstrated by Table III.

This inapplicability of the conventional formula

to the Chinese situation in Canada is mostly caused by

those old Chinese who have stayed in Canada for more

than 50 years but tend to be less culturally assimilated.

The reason for them to be so is that they had experienced

discriminatory immigration policies of the Canadian

govern�ent, which to a certain degree, had prevented

them from becoming assimilated.

51. For more information on "association between
nominal scales, and ordinal scales", see L. C. Freeman,
Elementary Applied Statistics, New York,
John Wiley & Sons, 1965, Section C.
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TABLE II

READING THE ENGLISH AND CHINE�E LANGUAGE

BY YEARS IN CHINA

r'- --.--.----.--. --.---

2 1 1 28English and

L chlne_s_e �

I Chinese only
1 - _

--- .. ---�--- _------ ...-_ ......

1o 1 o

76

For th1s table, Gamma (�) = 0.875

* J persons d1d not give the date of f1rst arr1val, they

are thus exoluded from th1s table.
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TABLE III

READING THE CHINESE AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE

BY YEARS IN CANADA

�---.--.-.--
.. __ .... - ...

_-;
.. __ ...... _-_._-_ .. __ .... '.'-""'--" _. ""-"-'-"-- " .-. - _ ... -" ... - .- - .. -.--

, ' I

'�ICanada 1-5 6-10 11-19 20-29 )0+ Total
Language
Reading I

-' .--. - - .- ..---- ....-----t------- -- ---.-

Chinese only J 1 I 3 0 2 9
--.--.->---_.

English and
26 10 5 1 4 46Chinsse

---

English only 1 1 4 0 0 6

*Total 61

For this table, Gamma (�) = -0.02

* The Canadian-born Chinese are not inoluded in th1s

table since they are not immigrants.
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Comparing the 6 Chinese who came to Canada

befure 1923 with those who came after 1947 in terms o�

reauin� the Chinese and English language on the same

basis of age of first arrival lnto Canada, one can

easi1v see that in spite of having stayed in Canada

for at least 24 more years, the group of Chinese who

immigrated before 1923 does not have a higher tendency

of readtn� En�lish than the other, instead, it has a

tenoency of reading the Chinese language only. This

is shown by I'abl e IV.

TABLE IV

READING THE ENGLISH AND CHINESE LANGUAGE

BY AGE OF FIRST ARRIVAL

,- - ----- --- --_ ------_

------I�
-

--r-------Age of Read1ng Read1ng
Description I first ; English Eng11sh and

I arrival 'only I Chinese

Reading IiChinese
only i

-----1
,

1-5 years Iold o

------------.�--.------.4_�-------------_r.--------�

1

-- ----------+---- _-- ._--

f Ch1nese who
Came to Canada
Before 1923

o

11-19 years

__________�+�-- 01d + .;__._

4

Ch1nese who - 1-5 years 1 1Came to Canada old
after 1947 0-

11-19 years 2 24old
-_-

1

o
-----4---------.- .
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The question arises from here whether

the de�ree of association between length of residence

in Cb.r.iada and readinp- the En,crlis;l Language really

indicates the degree of acculturatlon since a number

of immlgrants have learned English in Hongkong or

China before they immigrated to Canada. However, this

is supplemented by another measure of actual behavior

of the respondent, namely, choice of lenguage for the

questionnaire. Since the respondent was told to fill

in either the English or the Chinese questionnaire

whichever he felt more natural to him, this behavior

with to regard to language chosen thus indicates, to

a certain degree, his inner sense of culture, which

is not merely related to his years of schooling in

En�llsh schools in Hongkong or China.

The following two tables are a statistical

comparison based upon the length of residence in Hongkong

or China and in Canada, and the language chosen for the

questionnaire. Here again, we find very high correlations

between the length of residence in Kongkong or China and

use of the Chinese language for the questionnaire,

whereas between the length of residence in Canada and use

of English for the questionnaire, there is a very low

de�ree of correlations.52

52. See Tables V & VI.
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TABLE V

LANGUAGE CHOSEN FOR TEE QUESTIONNAIRE BY

YEARS IN CHINA

� 1-5 6-10 1l�20-29 30+ Total

I
1'-____ -_.......-

English 2 4 9 1 0 16
-.

Chinese 1 0 22 15 1 45
*

Total 3 4 31 16 1 61-
_.

For this table, Gamma (i) • 0.851

* 3 peraons vho did not give the date of first arrival and 15

Canadian born Chinese are not included in this table.

TABLE VI

LANGUAGE CHOSEN FOR THE QUESTIONNAIRE BY

YEARS IN CANADA

:�, Years in

1-5 6-10 11-19 20-29 30+ Total,.,�a.nadaLangua
Chosen

'

...............
---

Chinese 24 1 1 1 6 45
--,

English 5 6 5 0 0 16
*

Total 29 13 12 1 6 61
:to.o. .. _____ ... ....,.,�...

For this table, Gamma ( () ... 0.185

* 3 persons did not give the date of first arrival and 15

Canadian born Chinese are not included in this table.
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During my interviews with 5 Chinese old men

and their families the reason for not knowing

English was asked if the interviewee does not

speak and read English. Two of them gave the same

answer; they are too old to learn. At their

younger age when they first came to Canada in the

late 19l0ls, they both were following their father or

relatives who were engaged in laundry business. They

did not have the chance to go to school in Canada.

They moved to Saskatoon in 1930's and operated their

own laundry shops. They have spent most of their lives

together with their Chinese relatives and friends.

All the English they could speak and read was the numbers

and amounts of money the laundry business needed.

Now they are both retired and live together since they

are alone, and as they said, there is no point for

them to learn the English language now. However, it is

hard for us to imagine how one can live his whole life

in a country without knowing her language.
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Another old man, 80 some years of age, has

stayed in Saskatoon all his life since he came at the

age 0'" 9. He �d.UC& ted hll:uself Lr; Chinese after he cams

to Car.ad.a , He speaks and rE:.d.ds a little bit of Engllsh_

but what makes him proud. acoordir.g to him. is

being a respectable scholar in the Chinese community

here. He saldi during the interview, "I am always a

Chinese, and our culture is greeterl"

The older Chinese are less culturally

assimilated because. on the one hand, the condition for

them in Canada is the determining factor. Four Chinese whom

I have interviewed told me that they did have the

idea of going baok to China some 25 or )0 years ago.

The Chlnese idiom says, as they quoted to me, -The

leaves must fall and return to the root" - everything

must revert to lts original source.

On the other hand, the older Chinese perhaps

are more influenced by the Chinese tradItion since

they did not experience the soclal and political change

in their own country - China, since the beginning of

the 20th century. The Chinese tradltion had its

majesty and solidity deeply rooted in the Chinese mind

and endured for centuries before the revolution and

the rise of Communism. A few features of the
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Chinese tradition are reflected by the attitudes ot

these Chinese old men.

China was, through centuries, largely 1solated

from �he rest of the worlda Untll very recently when

the modern West intruded into Chlnat the Chinese

believed their country was the o6ntral entity in the

world. This belief is signified most evidently by the

name the Chinese give their country and oivilization.

'Chung Kuo', the middle countrYe and 'Chung Hua', the

central flowering oUlturee53 The Chinese have always

referred to all the 'outsiders' as 'barbarians',

because the Chinese were superior to all the others

in all aspeots of culture.

The valu8s prevailing in China before the

revolution are still held by the Chinese in canada who

had left their country too early to see the young

people of modern China turning against their trad1tion

since the beginning of the 20th century. It is not

surprising, therefore, to discover that they are so

much more ethnocentric than the young Chinese.

Although the discriminatory situation for the

53. E. S. Kirby (edlt')i Youth in China,
Books, Hongkong. 1965. p v

Dragonfly
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Chinese in Canada played an important role in preventing

thelTl rrom becomlnp: assimilated, the majority of the

Ci1in( s e , consciously or un c on s c Lou s Ly , want to maintain

their ethnic identity at least in one cultural aspectl

speakin� the Chinese lan�ua�eo More than 73� of all the

Chinese in this study think they should speak Chinese to

their parents or chlldren, and only 6.3% answered in

the negative as shown by Table VII. Towards this matter,

the dlfference between the younger and the older Chinese

is rather small. But the statistical figure Gamma in

Tables VIII & IX still indlcates that there is a slight

correlation between the length of residence 1n Hongkong

or China and the positlve attitude towards speaking the

Chinese lan�uage, and there is no correlation between the

length of resldence in Canada and the negative attitude

towards speaking the Chinese language.

TABLE VII

SHOULD A CHINESE SPEAK HIS NATIVE LANGUAGE TO

HIS PARENTS AND/OR HIS CHILDREN?

!
. -

Inon. t matterYes no Total

I
58 5 16 79I

(73.4%) I II (6,)%) (20.J%) (100%)
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TABLE VIII

AFFlllMATION OF SPEAKING CBDESE TO

P.AREN'"l'S AND/OR CHILDREN BY YEARS

IN CHINA

Should
Chin

---

Years in China
I I

speak
1-5 6-10ese 11-19 20-29 30+ Total

--.--- -------4- .

_-- .-- .. -.-�- '--------,---_...,.
,

---�---

1

I 1-+
No ! 0 1 0 0 2

I
I

I
matter 1 I 0 i 3

J
0

I ; 6 I 1 10
i

,

i I t
,

2 3 24 13 1 49 I
I

I

For this table, Gamma (Y') - 0.354

* 3 persons did not give the date of first arrival and 15

Canadian born Chinese are not included in this table.
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TABLE IX

AFFIRMATION OF SPElLP:IUG CHIHESE TO

PARENTS AND/OR CHILDREN BY YEARS

IN CANADA

Years in Canada
Should spea.k

11-191Chinese 1-5 6-10 20-29 30+ Total
---

I

i I !
22 ! i

Yes 10 I 10 i 1 6 49
;

,
I

-

I

j
----� --'--�-

I i
I

Doesn't matter 6 3 1 ! 0 0 10
: i
I ! I1 I 0

,

1
!

No 0 I 0 2

I
I ,

I
_._-->-_ .

! IL __ -

Total 29 13
i

12 1 6 61*�
I

For this table, Gamma «() - -0.30

* 3 persons who did not give the da.te of first a.rrival and 15

Canadian born Chinese are not included in this ta.b1e.
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The Chinese have definitely ohanged their

attitudes towards "Canadian frie:'J-ds". They in

general think tho Canadians are fa1rly fr1endly.

In answer to the question i "Do you find

the average Canadian. a. vary friendly, b. fairly

friendly, c. unfriendly; d. very unfr1endly," 15 of

them say that the average Canadian 1s very fr1endly,

and 61 fairly fr1endly, only J say that the Canad1ans

are unfriendly. There is none who says the Canad1ans

are very unfriendly.

Comments written under this quest10n were

TABLE X

PERCEIVED ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE AVERAGE

CANADIAN

I---ve�;-�Fa1rlyT
l_rrl�_nd1Y�rlendlY+�nfrl

15 I 61 !

(19%) I (77.2,%) I o.

--

Very
endly unfriendly Total

J 0 79

8,% ) (0,:£) (100%)
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given by three Chinese who came to Canada before 1923.

They all have the same remarks, though with various

reason� and explanations, that some 25 or JO years

ago, the Canadians were VEIn: unfr1endly to the Chinese;

it is only now that they are foun1 fairly friendly.

The same opinion was also expressed by the other

Chinese old men during my interviewswith them. We did

not, of course, anticipate the younger Chinese who came

after 1947 to give comments as such, beoause, on the

one hand, they did not experience the disorimination

in the Canadian sooiety before 1947, and on the other,

the attitudes of the Canadian government have been no

longer hostile towards the Chinese since 1947.

However, a statistical comparison is drawn

from among these Chinese who are divided into four

groups,

(1 ) the Chinese who immigrated before 192J.

(2) those who immigrated after 194.7 and are

and above 26 years of age,

(J) those who immigrated after 1947 and are

and under 25 years of age,

(4 ) the Chinese who were born in Canada.

By dIvIdIng them into groups as such, we want to find

out, regardless of the length of time they have stayed

in Canada, the dIfference in degree of assim1lat1on
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between the voun�er and the older �enerattons.

AccoTJing to Co:?on, or e structural assl-

milattnn has occurTPd, e���fr 3imJltaneously with or

subsequently to acculturation. al� of the other types

of assimilation will naturally follow.54 rhe condltion

for structural assimilation is large-scale entrance

into cliques, clubs and institutions of host society

Canartlan organlzRtions, which is, however, only a

_ l c
Je:Y'Y small scale.' J

If to assume the v811�lty of Gordonvs

o;eneY'al�zHtj_()r' =CVFll.(), t na t e n t.r-ar.cc of the minority

vroup into the soci8.1 cliques. clubs and inst1tutions

of the 20rc sc�le�y at t�� �ilna�J level inevitably

��j_lj_ L::,:ad co a subs t.ant it,; .unc u nc c f .i n t.e r-ma r r-Lage p
56

54. See Chapter II or Gordon, op.clt., p 7(
55. See Table XI
56. Gordon, Ibid., p 80
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TABU' XI

MEMBERSHIP IN C��ADIAN ORGANIZATIONS

FOR THE 4 GROUPS OF CHINESE

� Number of Belong to no Belong to one Belong to two

organizations organization organization organizations

Categories �� ------��--- .. ---

Chinese immigrated before 5 1 0

1923
--.-.� .--- .. -. ._- >----�-, -��--

Chinese immigrated after 22 4 0

1947 and � 26

----

Chinese immigrated after 30 2 0

1947 and � 25 i
- --

Canadian born Chinese 10 4 1

�

Total and % 67 (84.8%) 11 (13.9%) 1 (1.3%)
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In fact, as Table XII indicates, out of )0 married

Chinese, there is only one who married to a white

Canadian. He is one of those Ch�nese who immigrated

before the exclusion, and as he told me during my

interview with him, it was apparently due to the

partlcular situation of shortage of Chinese women

in Canada durin� the exclusion period that he

chose to marry a white Canadian.

However, thls is also sustained by

Table XIII, which indicates no Chinese would be

willing to either marry or let their children marry

a white Canadian.57

57. See Table XIII
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TABLE XII

NATIONALITY OF' SPOUSE OF

THE 4 GROUPS OF CHINESE

�.-------'-- Chinese White
Nationality Chinese Canadian

*
Canadian Other

Categories -------- !

Chinese immigrated before 1 4 1 0

1923 I
I

Chinese immigrated
I

after 12 5 0 2

1947 and � 26
:;::::.--

ChLlese immigrated after 3
I 0 0 0

1947 and � 25
- ---

Canadian born Chinese 0 2 0 0
---,�",,,,

* Chinese Canadian here means not only the Canadian born Chinese,
but also Chinese immigrants who have obtained Canadian citizen

ship.
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TABLE XIII

WILLINGNESS TO MARRY A WHITE CANADIAN

BY THE 4 GROUPS 0F CHINESE

� Willingness Yes Undecided No No Answer

Categories � -.

Chinese immigrated before 0 3 3 0

1923

Chinese immigrated after 0 13 6 5
1947 and �. 26

----
- ----

Chinese immigrated after 0 5 , 23
1947 and � 25

Canadian born Chinese 0 5 0 10

,,-

Total 0 26 12 38
._
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We have demonstrated that the older generation is

less assimilated than thE younge .. , regardless of the

length of residenoe in Cl;w.ada. However, the distinotion

in the degree of aSBlmllatlon between the young and

the old is sustained by the following facts regarding

filling out the questionnaire in either English or

Chinese.

(1) among the group of Canadian born Chinese,

lJ people filled out the English questionnaire and only

2 filled out the Chinese one�

(2) 14 filled out t.he English one and 17

the Chinese one among the group of Chinese who imm1grated

after 1947 and are under 25 years of age,

(3) only 2 filled out the �nglish one and

22 f1l1ed out the Chinese one among the group who

immigrated after 1947 and are above 26 years of age,

(4) no English questionnaire was filled out

among the group of old Chinese who came before 192).58

Question No. 29 on the questionnaire asks

both the immigrant and the Canadian born Ch1nese to

58. See Table XIV
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TABLE XIV

NUMB�R OF 4!J�SrIONNAIHl!:S RETURNED IN CHINESE AND

ENGLISH FRON THE 4 CHINESE GROUPS

I ;;;i;:�:;;!��a����_� r_�_;;;�% ..... -

�2j% ��t. ;;;�_
1",- Chinese immigrated 54.8% 45.2% I, 100%
after 1947 and � 25 (17) (14) (31)

1---- .. -------------- ------------ 1-------- _--- ----+- -

L'
Canadian-born

,'_
13.4% 86.6% 1 100%

Chinese � (2) (13) (15)
_----------------------- ----------------_._----�- ------ -- -------
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decide which side they would support should a team

of athletes or sportsmen from Hongkong or China

come to playa Canadian team. However, the answer

to this question reveals, to a certain extent, the

loyalty to or the ldentlficRtion with the country of

the respondent; China or Canada. Here again, the

result turns out to be that more Canadian-born Chinese

support Canada than China whereas all the old men

take an opposite stand.59

The statistical comparison based upon the

length of residence in Hongkong or China and Canada

also reveals that there is a medium correlation

between years in Hon�kong or China and their identi-

fication with the Chinese sportsmen team, and there is

a very low correlation between length of residence

in Canada and the Canadian sportsmen team.60 However,

the same tendency, though less obvious, is also

revealed by their attitudes regarding the matter of

naturalizatlon.61

59. See Table XV
60. See Table XVI & Table XVII
61. See Table XVIII
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TABLE x:v

WISHING THE CHINESE TEAM OF ATHLETES OR OTEER SPORTSMEN

WOULD DEFEAT THE CANADIAN TEAM

Description "yes" Doesn't matter IIno"�ta1j

I

6 I 6, Chinese immigrated 0 0I

I before 1923 (10CY/o) (100%)I

1----------.--------.-.. _.-. -- --- -- .- .... -.-,,��.-,.---

!Chinese immigrated
after 1947 and 16 8 f 0 24

, are � 26 (66.7%) (33.3%) i (100%)
� I

�.-.---------.. -

!
; I
j I i

Chinese immigrated I iI
iI I

after 1947 and
"

20 10

I
1 31

; i

(64.6%) i (32.2%) (3.2%) (100%)\ are � 25 !I
---------=::

i
� i

1 Canadian-born I 2 8 5 15

I
Chinese (13.4%) (53.3%)

i (33.3%) (100%)
_. _._, ___ ......_____ .�_ ......-..1___ ��____ .___,
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TABLE '/:VI

IDENTIFICATION WITH TEE CHINESE SPORTSMEN
BY YEARS IN CHINA

(WISHmG THE CHINESE TEAM WOULD DEFEAT THE CANADIAN TEAM)

----.-,---�-- -

Wishing the
Chinese team Years in China
would win

-- -_.-----_

i 1-5 6-10 11-19 20-29 30+ Total
,

,

No ! 1 0 0 0 0 1
>--- _'_-_ ---- '-----

Doesn't matter 0 3 9 4 2 18

Yes 2 1 22 12 5 42

Total 3 4 31 16 1 61*
.----�.,.-

For this table, Gamma (rr)_ 0.45

* 3 persons who did not give the date of first arrival and 15

Canadian born Chinese are not included in this table.
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TABLE XVII

IDENTIFICATION WITH THE CHINESE SPORTSMEN
BY YEARS IN CANADA

(WISHING THE CHINESE TEAM WOULD DEFEAT THE CANADIAN TEAM)

Wishing the Years in Canada
Chinese team

I 6-10 20-29 rwould win 1-5 11-19 30+ Total
i I
1

I[
yes 20 t 8 7 1 6 42I

Doesn't matter 9
:

5 I 4 0 0 18I

I1

ati
l

no 0 1 0 0 1

Total 29 13 12 1 6 61*

For this table, Gamma (r) .. 0.116

* 3 persons who did not give the date of first arrival and 15

Canadian-born Chinese are not included in this table.
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TABLE XVIII

"SHOULD EVERY IMMIGRANT BECOME NATURALIZED?"

r--------- I

I I
,

Desor1ption yes doesn't matter no Total

j;inese
---

who were
13 1 1 15. born 1n Canada

( R(,.6�) ( b -?� ') (6·7% (IDO.Yo)
--

Chinese who oame

after 1947 and 15 10 6 31
are

-

< 25 (4-�.4,.:,) (32.2� ) (f?�� (Ioc"/o )--._;

Chinese who came

after 1947 and 11 5 8 24
are � 26 ( 4-�. '110) ( .,zo.�� ) (��.�%; (100 %)

Chinese who came 2 3 1 6before 1923 ( 3S.3r.� (�C � ) (I�.7r.� (IOC70)

From the faots and oomparison indioated above.

the four groups of Ch1nese oan be p1aoed onto a 80ale

of gradation from the most aS81milated to the least

assimilated. The most assimilated group is no doubt

the Canadian born Chinese. Next to this is the group

of young immigrants who oame after 1947 and are under

25 years of age. This group beoomes assimilated largely

through a bilingual and bicultural prooess whioh the

group of canadian born Ch1neRe did not have to under

go. Then 1t 1s th9 old immigrants who came to Canada

after 1947 and are above 26 years of age. The least
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assimilated is the older generation of Chinese who

immigrated before 1923.

The order of these Chinese groups on the

scale of assimilated is as predicted in the hypotheses.

It thus proves that the general assimilation theories

of 'Anglo-oonformity', the 'melting pot' and cultural

pluralism do not apply to the situation of the Chinese.

The assimilation of these groups in terms of years of

residenoe in Canada and China also oontradicts the

general assimilation theories, and supports the

hypotheses stated before.

The Chinese immigrants adopt the ways of life

and thought and acquire the values of the Canadian

sooiety mainly through formal eduoation in Anglo-

Amerioan sohools and interaction with the Canadians.

Lack of either education in Anglo-American or English

schools or interaction with the Canadians would slow

down the assimilation process. Education in an

English school provIdes opportunities for an immigrant

to learn the English language and acquire the English
62

culture. The immigrant also becomes socialized

62. Here 'English school' includes not only the Anglo
Amerioan sohools, but also the English sohools else
where which provIde the same language and oulture,
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through his direot and indireot, formal and informal

social interaction with other fellows in the sohools.

Education here thus can be regarded as a faotor

facilitating the ass1m11ation prooesB.

Since one has to interact w1th other members

of the soc1ety but not necessarily receive a certain

amount of educat1on, 1t would thus be easier to

ind1cate the degree of assim1lat1on by measur1ng the

amount of educat10n In English schools than the amount

of 1nteraotion wIth the Canadians. We do not attempt

to conclude that eduoation is more important a deter-

minant than interaction in ass1mIlat1on, or to deny the fact

that certaIn Indiv1duals are very much assimilated

w1thout a great a�ount of education.

The younger generat10n 1s more ass1m11ated

than the older generatIon, regardless of the length

of residence In Canada, and one of the reasons for th1s,

we aSBume, 1s because that the younger generation has

a better chance to be eduoated and soo1a11zed 1n the

Canadian soolety.

The mean of the amount of education in

�ngllsh schools for the four Chinese groups ranges as

the following,
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(1) the Ch1nese who came to Canada before

1923 have an average amount of educat10n of 2.) years,

(2) those who came after 1947 and are above

26 years of age have an average of 5.2 years,

(3) those who came after 1947 and are under

25 years of age have an average of 8.4 years,

(4) the Canad1an-born Ch1nese have an average

63
of 10.6 years.

The difference between the two extremes (the

most eduoated and the least educated) 1s 8.) years.

Th1s difference in the amount of educat10n in English

schools, in turn, oonfirms the assumption that the

young Chinese, especially the Canadian born Chinese

who were mostly born after 1947, are much more ass1milated

than the old Ch1nese because they receive a lot more

educat10n in the Eng11sh schools.

The process of ass1mIlation of the older

imm1grants is mostly affected by the factors of Isolation.

For the young Chinese, the o1rcumstances and the

sItuation are favorable for their assimilatIon to the

CanadIan socIety. Factors as schools, Canadian friends,

neighbours and famIly serve to accelerate their aS8i-

milation. The fam1ly br1dges the gap between the old

63. See Table XIX
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TABLE XIX

YEARS OF EDUCATION IN ENGLISH SCHOOLS FOR

THE 4 CHINESE GROUPS
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and the young generations in this society.

The older generation, who came even at a very

young age, encountered hostIlIty. They thuB isolated

themselves from some of the soclal contacts wlth the

Canadians. these social contacts such as schools,

Canadian friends and neighbours, and even their family

could have added to their assimilation to the Canadian

SOCiety. For most of these old men, they did not have

their families in Canada, or some of them, not until

after 1947. Now all these faotors of isolation are

not to be found from among the younger generation;

instead, the family, as mentioned before, provides the

opportunities for them to be eduaated and sooialized

in the Canadian society.

The rapid and oomplete acculturation and

integration of the young Chinese, especially the Canadian

born Chinese, contributes to the group assimilation

of the Chinese as an ethnic minority In the larger

Canadian SOCiety. It is in this sense that the family

is considered as an extremely important factor.

Studies on Orientals reveal that the assimi

lation of the Japanese-Canadians took place long

before that of the Chinese-Canadians. These two groups

were quite alike at the beginnIngr back to the t1mes
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of the railway construction, both the Chlnese and Japanese

came to Canada and stayed 1n their own cultural groups.

Both Buffered lnjustice when the need for labourers

diminished. But since Japanese men either brought

their wives with them or soon sent for them, there was

first a large Canadian born generation and then a large

second Canadian born generation of young Japanese who

attended Canadian sohools. played Canadifln games, joined

Canadian clubs and churoh groups. The old folks might

turn against these, but they had to adjust to the modern

64
actions and attitudes of the young. This situation

was not made possible for the Chinese immigrants until

after 1947. Now the first generation of the Canadian

born Chinese is undergoing somewhat the same process

as the Japanese-Canadians dld, and it is only the

family which functions to provide the basis and the

possibility for this process of assimilation.

The family and school are therefore very

important factors 1n facilltating asslmllation in the

case of the Chinese. The older generation is less

assimilated than the younger because, as far as family

and school are concerned, these two factors were lacklng 1n

their prooess of assimllation.

6l,. Isobel McFa.dden, Bamboo Bridges, The Presbyterian
Church in Canada., and the United Church 1n canada,
1969, p 20
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IX IMPLICAfI(JNS OF fllli FINDINGS

rhe general findings in the previous chapter

support the assumptions that the Chinese are more

affected by the Canadian government immigration laws,

which are indirect measures of the degree of acceptance

and hostility of the Canadian society, than the

experiences implied by the dominant assimilation theories.

According to Gordon, acculturation is likely

to be the first of the types of assimilation to occur.

And in America, acculturation was substantially accom-

plished through the ideology of "Anglo-conformity"

which thus forms the first part of the assimilation

theories.65 These generallzations, however, are based

largely upon the expel"'iences of white European immigrant

groups who have, on the one hand, a more similar

cultural back�round to the English culture than the

Chinese, on the ot�er, they did not experience extreme

conflict situation of total exclusion in immigration

as the Chinese did. rhese generalizations therefore

presuppose social equilibrium and acceptance of the

English cultural values by other immigrant groups.

65. See Gordon, op.cit., Chapter III, for discussion
on the nature of assimilation.
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rhe Chinese, who have experienced all the

social movements implied by the dominant assimilation

theories, re�aln largely unassimilated. Acculturation,

which is likely to be the first of the types of

assimilation to occur, has only occurred to a very

low degree amon� these Chinese. This is because they

under�ent processes of conflict as well as assi�ilation

at the sa�e time. From the time of the railway cons

truction to the end of the legal sanction of i�igration

in Canada, the situation of the Chinese represented

the stap-es of what Park defines as "competition" and

"conflict" in race relations.

A�ain, according to Gordon, structural

assimilation always turns out to be the key variable, in

that once structural assimilation has occurred, either

simultaneously with or subsequently to acculturation,

all of the ot�er types of assimilation will naturally

follow. The subprocess or condition for structural

assimilation 1s lar�e-scale entrance into clubs, cliques

and instltutions of host society on a primary level.

This condition will inevitably lead to a substantial

amount of intermarriage. However, it is likely here

that social cliques, clubs and instltutions of Canadlan

society, on the one hand, appear to be more secondary
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relations than primary to the Chinese. rhey are

becoming assimilated throu�h secondary group levehsuch

as school, job and social organization, as well as

primary group level; neighbourhood and Canadian friends,

etc. On the other hand, intermarriage is not necessarily

a by-product of structural assimilation for the Chinese,

and in fact, the case perhaps should be reversed. In

this study of the Chinese in Saskatoon, the trend of

entrance into Canadian organizations is apparent whereas

towards intermarriage, it 1s invisible. The only case

of intermarriage in this study was largely due to the

particular situation of shortage of Chinese women

during the exclusion, and not structural assimilation

of the individual.

Since neither structural assimilation nor

marital assimilation has occurred among the Chinese

in Saskatoon, we do not attempt to conclude but only

assume that marital assimilation is likely to be the

key variable, that once it occurs, other types of

assimilation will also be achieved inevitably. This

assumption is also based upon the fact that Chinese are

more racially conscious than other immigrant groups.

Assimilation of the Chinese, therefore, can
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be more properly studied in terms of "competition" and

"conflict" in race relations; Park's trace rela.tions

cycle', for instance. And it dould not be relevant to

apply theories of assimilation which rest lar�ely upon

the experiences of white immigrant groups to the case

of the Chinese.
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X CONCLUSION

Fifty years ago Harry Stevens made

a statement on the importance of the 'Orlental problem'

involving largely the Chinese in the province of

British Columbia. He saidl "The Oriental imm1gration

problem 1s one of vital importance to Canada, not

only because of any racial pride or sentiment wh1ch

may exist, but because the problem as to which 1s to

be the dominating raoe on the North Pacific Coast of

this oontinent, Oriental or Occidental, is one wh1ch

66
must be solved.·

This statement made fifty years ago has

lost its meaning today, for the Ch1nese are no longer

an 'Oriental problem' to the Canadian society, and

in fact, they are undergo1ng a rapid assimilation

prooess.

The history of the Chinese in Canada can

be traced back to t�e middle of the 19th century.

For nearly a century, they Rtayed unassimilated in

this country. While the other immigrant groups were

66. c. H. Young and H. R. Y. Reid, The Japanese
Canadians, H.A. Innis, (edited),
The University of Toronto Press, 1939,
p xxiii
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learning the English language, adopting the ways of

life and thought and becoming the citizens of this

country, the Chinese remained in their own cultural

�roup sufferin� fro� discrimination.

As shown by the discriminatory immigration

policies of the government, which reflect degree of

acc�ptance and hostility of the Canadian society, the

Chinese encountered great difficulties. Since the degree

of hostility has declined after 1947, the assimilation

of the Chinese has become more general.

The results from the measurements of reading

En�llsh by years in China and Canada, the years of

education in En�lish schools, identification with the

Chinese sportsmen team, the langua�e chosen for the

questionnaire and attitudes on naturalization have all

a�ree�that in terms of degree of assimilation, the Chinese

can be classified into four groups from the most assimi

lated to the least assimilated. rhe young and Canadian

born Chinese, who did not experience government immigration

laws, have accomplished a high degree of acculturation

although the old Chinese remain largely unacculturated.

On the other hand, the results from the measurements of

membership in Canadian organizations and intermarriage

indicate neither structural nor marital assimilation

has occurred among the Chinese in Saskatoon.
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However, the effects of tile discriminatory

1mmigration polioies of the Canadian government are

clearly reflected in the older generation of the

Chinese immigrants. Some of them have stayed in

this country for nearly all their life wIthout

knowing the English language. Most of tl1em identIfy

themselves as Chinese instead of Canadian though

they have spent more than half a century in Canada.

During the 24 years of exclusion of the

Chinese immigration, the ratio of men to women among

the Chinese was 48 to 1. Large numbers of the Chinese

immigrants did not have their families in Canada. There

fore, not until 1947 when the family units were admitted

to this oountry, has the family become a factor

affecting the assimilation process of the Chinese immi

grants. The family of the immigrant functions to

accelerate the assimilation of the immigrant in such

a way that the immigrant, since reunited with hls family

and children, began to plan to settle down in Canada

and think of Canada as his permanent horne. On the

oth�r hand, for the young generation, whether born in

Canada or come at a young age to join their father in

Ca.nada, the obstruction for tYlAtr a.ssimilation nas been
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removed. The need for becoming a Canadian is increasing.

This acoomplishment in assimilation of the young

Chinese owes a great deal to the family. It is the

family of the immigrant whioh gave rise to the young

genera tion in Canada. and provides for them to beoome

fully integrated in the Canadian society through

education.

This is the situation of the Chinese in

Canada. It is impossible to study the assimilation

of the Chinese without understanding the history of

the Chinese in Canada. It will also be irrelevant to

apply the three assimilation formulae of the 'Anglo

conformity', the 'melting pot' and cultural pluralism,

which arose historically in Eastern America, to the

partioular situation of the Chinese who were excluded

from these assimilation processes. In fact what has

affected mostly the assimilation of the Chinese is

the degree of acceptance and hostility of the Canadian

society, which is reflected by the government immigration

policies in the history, and not the three assimilation

formulae as ment10ned above.

However. the Chinese situation represented

largely the conflict part of the race relations in

North Amer10an h1storical experiences. And if the
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assim1lation theories of 'Anglo-conformlty', the 'meltlng

pot' and cultural pluralism indicate both the stages

of compet1t1on and accommodation before aohieving the

goal of ass1m1lat1on, then the situation of the Chinese

denotes the stage of conflict in the race relations

and the processes of assimilation. Therefore in this

sense, to complete the assimilation theories the assi

milation of Chinese or the slm1lar cases of other

ethnic groups must be taken into consideration.
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APPENDIX I

QUESfIONNAIRE ON ASSIMILATION OF CHINESE IN SASKATOON

1. Sex ••• male ( ) . female

2. Marital status ••• single

). Nationality of spouse •••

a. Chinese (

o. Canadian (

). married ( i, other ( )

) . b. Chinese-Canadian ) ,

). d. Other ( )

4. Current residenoe of spouse

a. China ( ) ,

o • Ta iwan ( ) •

o. Other

) years

•••

b. Hongkong ( ).

d • Canada ( ) •

5. Age •••• (

6. Plaoe of birth •••

a. Mainland China ( ). b. Hongkong ).

c , Ta iwan ( ) •

e. Other

7. Date of first arrival (not applicable for Canadian-

d. Canada ( ) •

born) ••••• (

8. Status in Canada ••••

year

a. Canadian oitizen (

b. Immigrant ( ).

c. Student Visa )

) .

9. Language speaking ••• a. English ). b. Mandarin ( ),

o. Cantonese ( ). d. Toysanese ( ). e. Other (
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10. Language reading .....

a. English ) , b. Chinese ( ) , o. Other (

11. Language used when speaking to your.

a. parents ( ) , b. brothers/sisters { ) ,

c. spouse ( ) . d. ohildren ) ,

e. Chinese friends

12. Employment status I

a. employer ( ) , b. self-employed ( ) .

c. employee ( ) , d. pensioner ) .

e. housew1fe ( ), f. student ( ) .

g. unemployed (

13. Number of years of schooling in Chinese schools •••

•••• ) years

14. Number of years of schoo11ng in English or Anglo-

Amerioan schools ••••• ( ) years

15. Can you give a brief reason of why you came to Canada?

16. Do you like to live 1n Saskatoon? ••••

a. yes ( ) , b. no ( ), c. don't know (

17. Do you think it would be better if you had stayed in

Ch1na or Hongkong instead of coming to Canada?

a. yes ( ) , b. no ( ) , c. don't know )

18. would you like to spend the rest of your life in Canada?

a. yes ( ) , b. no ( ) , c. undecided (
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19. Is the acoommodation you have now in Canada better

than the one you had 1n Ch1na or Hongkong? •••

a. yea ) , b. no ( ) • c , same ( )

20. Do you like the kind of job you have now? •••

a. yea ) , b. no ( ) , o , don't know (

21. If not, what kind of job would you prefer? •• ( )

22. Why are you not doing that kind of job? •••

2J. Do you live more comfortably in Canada than in China

or Hongkong?

a. yes b. no ( ) , o. don't know ( )

24. Do you find the average Canadian.

a. very friendly ( ), b. fairly friendly ( ),

c. unfriendly (), d. very unfriendly ( )

25. Do you find it easy or difficult to make friends

with the Canadians?

a. very easy ),

c. diff icul t ( ) ,

b. fairly easy ( ),

d. very difficult )

26. How does your wife like Canada (if she is in Canada)?

a. very much (), b. not too much ( ),

c. not at all ( ), d. don't know (

27. How satisfied are you in regard to the eduoation and

future of your children in Canada?

a. very satisfied ( ), b. fairly satisfied ( ),

c. a little dissatisfied ( ), d. very dissatisfied ( ),

e. don't know )
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28. �ould you like your children to grow up and spend

the rest of their lives in Canada?

a. y4llls ), b. no ( ), c. undeoided (

29. If a team of athletes or other sportrnen from Hongkong

or China oame to playa Canadian team, do you expect

the team from Hongkong or China would win? •••

a. yes ). b. no ( ), c. dce snv t matter

30. Do you th1nk every 1mmigrant should become naturalized

if he/she is to stay in Canada permanently?

a , yes ).. b. no ( ). c. doesn't matter

31. Do you think there should be a Chinese school in

Saskatoon? ••••

a. yes ). b. no ( ), c , doesn't matter (

32. Do you think you should speak Ch1nese to your parents

or children even though both you and they can speak

English? •••

a. yes ) , b. no ( ), c. doesn't matter
...

JJ. Would you be willing to let your children marry a

white Canadian?

a. yes ( ) , b. no ( ) • c , undecided (

34. If not, can you give the reason why?

35. If not a white Canadlan, would you be willing to let

th�m marry a Japanese, Malaysian, Korean or Vietnamese?

a. yes ( ), b. no ( ), c. undeoided (
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36. Do you think your children should know Chinese even

they are to stay in Canada all theIr lives?

a. yes ( ). b. no ). c , doesn't matter

37. Do you think the father should support his children

even after they are 21 years of age?

a. yes ( ) , b , no ( ) • c. don't know (

38. Do you think the children should listen to their

parents when marriage conoerns?

a, yes ( ). b. no ( ), c , doesn't matter )
**

39. If you don't like the boyfriends/girlfriends of

your ohildren, would you still let your children

marry them?

a. yes ). b. no ( ), c. undeoided ( )

40. How often do you eat rioe?

a. practioally every meal ( ).

b. 3-4 days a week ).

c. 1-3 days a week ).

d. not at all except necessary (

41. How do you like Canadian food in general?

a. tasteless (). b. not too good ( ).

c. it is O.K. ( ), d. very good ( )

42. Should there be a Chinatown in Saskatoon?

a. yes ( ). b. no ( ), c. doesn't matter ( )
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4). Do you think all the Chinese should stay olose

to Chinatown or to each other?

a. ye8 ), b. no ( ), c. doesn't matter

44. Do you belong to any Canadian associat1ons?

a. yes ( ) • b. how many ( ) , c. no (

4,5. To wha t church or denomination (if any) did you

belong before you came to Canada?

46. To what church or denomination (if any) do you

belong now in Canada?

47. Do you burn Chinese 1ncense during the Chinese

festivals? ••• a. yes ) , b. no

48. If yes, how often do you burn Chinese incense?

a. always ( ) ,

b. several times a year ) ,

c. once or twice a year

* On the questionnaire for the high school students,
this question reads as. "Would you be willing to marry
a white Canadian?", and same on question no.J5.

** For high school students, this question �hanges as.

"Do you conform to your parents' wishes if your
parents don't like the boyfriends/girlfriends you
are going out with?" •
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10.

11.

1. T�ale = 39, female = 40

�inp."le = 49, married =- 30, other = °

Ct.:::- 16, b.= 11, c.= 1, d.:::: 2, no ans,..,rer = 49

a.=- o , b.=- 0, c.= 2, d.= 27, nn a nswe r = 49

2 •

J.

4.

S.

6. Fl.= 36, b.= 19, c.=- 6, d.= 15, e.=- 3

7.

R. Fl.= 41. h.=- 29, C.= 9

a.= 72, b.= 23, c.= 42, d.:::: 46, e.= 8

a
- 69, b - S8, c.=: 3.- .

-

a. Enp-l1sh = 3, Chinese = 62, english & Chinese :::: 7,

no answer = 7

b. ii:nglish = 21, Chinese = 46, c..nr:l1sh & Chinese = 7 ,

9.

other = 1, no answer:::: 4

c. En�lish = 2, Chinese = 24, Enp'lish & Chinese:::: 2,

rt. �ngl1sh :::: 2, Chinese = 26, En�11sh & Chinese = 3,

no answer = 48

8. En�lish = 18, Chinese = 37, �nqllsh � Chinese =24

12. a.=2, b.: 5, C.= 12, d.= 4, e.= 9, f.= 46, g.= 1

13.

14.
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1 C; •

1,(. a.= 34, b.= 13, C.= 12, (doesn't matter) = 20

17. �l. •
=- 11, b.= 27, C.= 24, (same) = )

18. a.= 20, b.= 14, C.= 45

19. a.= )6, b.= 3, C.= 9, (don't kn ow ) = 1)

20. 0..= 8. b.=- r., C.= 4, no answer = 61-::» •

21.

?2.

2). a = )7, b - 6. C.= S, (sR'1le)= 1), no ans se r =: 18. .-

24. rt •
= 1 S, b.= 61, c.= J, d.= °

25. q,. = 9, b.= 60. C.= 9, d.= 1

26. ft.= 3, b.= 9, C.= 0, d.= 6, no answer = 21, (male only)

27. !:i •
= 1O, b.= 1O, C.= 0, d.= ° , e.= 8 , no answer=: 51

28. a
- 6, b - 1, C.= 28, no answer = 44.
-

.-

29. a - 44, b - 6, C.= 2y.- .
-

30. a.= 42, b.= 15. c
- 22.
-

31. a.= 60, b.= 0, c.= 18, no answer = 1

)2. a
- 58, b - 5, C.= 16.- .-

)). a.= ° , b.= 12, C.= 2R, no answer = )9

J)L

JS. a.= 1 , b.= 1 c.; , C.= 18, no answer 45

16. a.= 70, b.= 1, C.= 8

)7. R.= 41, b.= 11, C.= 27

JR. a.= JR, b.= 22, C.= 2, (don't know ) = 17

39. R.= 1O, b.= 16, c.= 2) , no answer == )0
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ItO.

hl.

:�2 .

4J.

.'=to= ISJ, bo= 11, Co= 3, -'l - 2"--.....1..-

�.J. •
= 4, bo= 0, Co= {I , d .

= 1 J, (rlO:l't �now)= 1

a.= JP, bo= I, Co= J(j, no an s :>le r 1

80= 11. bo= 25. c.= 42, no answer = 1

!t4. a.= 12. b , (belong to 1 = II, belong to 2 1)

4c;,

i+6,

r.= 1S7

(h�lonved to rhurch = R. belon�ed to no church = 5A

no answer = IJ)

It 7 . n ,= 2 2. b •
= 56, no an sw e r = 1

be Lorrz to c hu r c h 24, be10n� to no c�urc� = 55)

4R, "1,=], b ,
= 12, C,= 9. no answer = 57
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